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CASTLETON GARDENSo 

In 1859 the Legislature purchased Castleton, but the formation 
of the -Gardens was not commenced till 1862 Up to 1869 there 
had been no general i1nportation of plants because or doubts 
about maintaining the Gardens on account 0£ their distance from 
Kingston,-18 mile~, but a large number of plants having been 
established, whilst the position, except in re~pect of its distance 
from the capital, was considered unexceptional, the Government 
then decided to treat the Gardens as a fixture. As soon as this 

) determination had been arrived at, over 400 species of new and 
valuable plants were sent out from the Royal Gardens, Kew, 
among which were the Mangosteen, Brazil-nut, 'I onquin Bean, 
Teak, New Zealand Flax, Bbel Fruit, Carob Bean, Monstera deli
ciosa, Cocoa, and thirty-two species of palms. In the same yec1r 
two cas s 0£ grafted Mangoes arrived frorn India via Kew. 
Even at this early period 0£ the existence of tbe Gardens the 
Nutmeg trees began to fruit, and the Clove trees were six feet 
high. In the following year upwards of 200 species were intro
duced including many valuable fruit and econom :c plants. 

'fhe work<,£ in.traducing, propagating and distributing plants, 
- especially those 0£ an economic nature, was steadily and vigorously 
- carried on till 1897, when it 'Yas deci,.Jed to develop the Hope 
"I nurseries, being more convenien!ly situated, and form a Garden 

there Hope, however, can never quite take the place 0£ Oa8-
tleton, as in the humid clim&te of the latter, many species luxu-

[ ritlte that are a complete failure on the dry Liguanea plain. 

The elevation of Castleton is 496 feet above sea-level. 'rhe 
annual mean temperature is 75°.9 Fah., and the average annual 
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A w ALK ROUND THE GARDENS.* 

It is not intended that the route sketched herein, ·or any other 
particular route, should be necessarily taken by the visitor, but in 
a single visit of short duration it is the best that can be followed, 
as it will enable the visitor to see the majority of the trees, &c., 
of special interest without going over the same ground a second, 
or perhaps a third time . 

The :figures in brackets after certain names .indicate the pages 
in the Alphabetical List where fuller descriptions of such species 
may be found. 

At the main entrance will be noticed two fine specimens of the 
CohunP-nut Palm ( 18). On entering the Gardens, the first tree 
to attract attention, especially if in flower, is the beautiful .Amher
stia nobilis (13). On either side 0£ this splendid tree tire good 
specimens of a very handsome native tree fern, ( Gyathea arborea,) 
and there are mall}' other specimens of the same species in 
various parts of the Gardens The visitor should turn to the 
left on entering. Beyond the Amherstia will be noticed a fine 
mass of Sanchezia nobilis, a hand~ome shrub from Ecuador with 
red bracts and yellow flowers; in the same border are many other 
ornHmental plants such as ( odfreurns (Crotons), I xoras, Gordyline,'l, 
Panax, the splendid Gyanophytlum rnagniftcum, Monstera deliciosa, 
(45). Hibiscus in variety, &c. In the borrl er on the left is a sm}ill 
tree of Podocarpus elongata (52 ), over which is growing a plant 
of the-Purple Wreath (Petrea volubilis), a beautiful climber trorn 
tropical South America, which produces copious masses of flowers, 
the violet-like corolla set in the calyx of a lighter shade of purple, 
On the fence notice a large-leaved climber; this is Bauhiniri 
Vahlii, an enormous climber, doing in this way d,1mage to forest 
trees in India, but it is very useful, ljs the strong fibre of the 
bark is made into ropes. Near the path is a tree 0£ Liqui-
dambar (40), and near the_ end is a fine Pand0:nus with orange
~carlet fruits, ( 49) and a tree of Fagrcea obovata. This border, 
like the one on tr:e right, is filled up with a varied assortment of 
or L amental plants. 

Passing under the old Man go tree, over w hi eh is growing a 
strong plant of the ha t·dsome Norantea Guianensis (48), the vi~i
tor should follow the path leading to the Arboretum. On the 
rising ground to the right is a large clump of Dracrp,na Draco 
(31), and in front of this, near the path, is a small specimen oi 
llahogany (58). Below the 1\,fahogany is a tree of the Rambutan · 
(48 J, 9nd further up the slope will be noticed Ctarapa gui,,nensis. 

* I am indebted for this itinerary to Mr. W. Barris, F .L.S., Resident 
Superintendent of this Garden for. 6 years, and also for 1n uch valuable 
help in the J?reparatio~ of the 'GiJid~. 



The visitor should turn sharp to the left here, taking the path 
skirting the Arboretum. Dotted about are many specimens of 
Cyatliea arborea, o.n the left hand is a tree of Oasuarina ~ricta, 
then a tree of Pachira aquatica (49) On the right will be noticed 
a fine treP of Parkia Roxburghii (50), over which is growing 
Lando'phia Heudelotii, one of the African rubber , ines On 
the left again, the visitor will notice a bushy tree, with large 
handsom , leaves, and beautiful pale golde yellow flowers, this is 
Wormia Bu rbidgei, and next to it is a tree of Pachira Bar,ri
gon ( 49). On the right, the visitor will observe_ two healthy 
trees of lemon-scented Pimento (51), and above and behind them 
are two trees of U arcinia indica (35), and large trees of Fic1is 
BenJamina (34), and F rhododendrilolia. Near the path is 
an Australian Acacia, the trunk an<l branches or which are 
clothed with Polypodium lycopodioides, and Cereus grandiflorus. 

On the left again, behind a y ,)ung tree of Podocarptts elongata 
(52), is a fine specimen 0£ Barringtonia speciosa (l9), and im
mediately behind it is a tree of Ficus religi·osa, the Peepul (34). 
Near the walk will be noticed a Teak tree ( 5 ts), so valuable £or 
its t 1 mber, and back ne Jr the fence is ano· her fine plant of 
Norantea Gu1·anensis (48). Tbe climbing plants along the £ence 
are Bignonia magnifica, with its magenta-purple flowers ('21), 
and Landolphia florida, a other of the African rubber vines 
(39). Near the Nor an tea just mentioned is a tree of Semecarpus 
Anacardium, the marking nut of India (56). On the right-hand 
side the visitor will notice Apeiba Tibourbou (14), Cordia alba, a 
species with beautiful white flowers, and whitish, almost transparent 
fruits , and Eterospermum acerifolium (53). Behind this latter tree 
is a specimen or Dipteryx odorata, the Tonquin Bean (80) On the 
opposite side of the path notice a tree of Hevea Spruceana, one 
of the species that yield Para rubber (37), and a little further 
along, and further back is Sterculia alata ( 57). The visitor will 
now notice two fine trees, Ficus Benjamina (34) on the left, and F. 
indica (:34) on the right. At this point a bend of the Wag Water 
river comes into view. The flat land on the left bank of the river 
is planted with the Ippi-appa plant to enable the Gardens to supply 
roots of the plant when required. Following t he course of the 
path. the visitor will notice a tree of Stereospermum chelonoides 
( 57) near the fence ; this tree is being rapidly . covered with 
Bignonia magnifica (21) and Landolphia Heudelotii. In the 
corner, near the small gate of the Ho el Cottages is a tree 
of the handsome Lagerstrcemia Flos-reginm (39). The visitor 
should foll uw the main path here, and below the Cottages will be 
noticed fine clumps of the Chinese dwarf 8amboo (Bambusa 
nana), and Pandanus Candelabrum, the Candelabrum or Chan
delier tree from tropical Africa. Observe the numerous large 



-aerial roots, which look like stems, and secure the trees in posi
tion. On the right is a tree of Brexia madagascariensis (22), a 
young tree 0£ Ficus lucida, and behind this a specimen of the 
Looking-glass tree (37). 

On the slope on the left the visitor will observe trees 0£ 
Mimusops ~lengi (45)t Eugenia malaccensis (33), Bombax 
malabaricum ('~l), Cordia alba, Ficus religiosa (34), Ficus indlca 
Baphia nitida ( 19), Ginnamomum Cos-si·a (~5), &c., whilst 
amongst those on the right-hand are Trachylobium verrucosum 
(59), Pterospertnum lancemfolium (58), the Camphor (24), and the 
Marking-nut tree of India (56). 

Follow the path below the Superintendent's house, and on the 
left, at the bottom 0£ the slope, observe a tall specimen of the 
curious "Cucumber tree,'' Kigelia pinnata (39) ; on the opposite 
side of the path is a large bushy shrub with white flowers, 
Taberncemontana longiflora ( 58). A little further on, and stand
ing further back, is a fine specimen of PhyUanthus Emblica (50), 
and behind this is a tree of Mamrnea americana, the mammee 
apple ( 40). Below the curve in the path is a tree of the celebrated 
l\'.langosteen (35), and opposite the curve is a large, healthy tree 
of Ficus Vogelii (34), an African species. Beyond this, on the 
right, is a fine specimen <·I the Ceylon Cinnamon (25), a1so trees 
of Cordia Myxa and the Soap-berry (56). On the left, at 
the corner, will be noticed an Araucaria, the Bunya-bunyu Pine 
of . Queenshind (14). 'fhe visitor should now turn up towards 
the Duperintendent's Office, and follow the path leading down to 
the Palmetum. On the slopes near here will be noticed a low
growing palm, Sabal .A.dansoni (55), and further along the slope 
to the right are Spathodea (57), and the Sierra Leone Peach (56). 
On the top o:f the bank behind the Office, beside the Chinese dwarf 
Bamboo, is a healthy tree of the beautiful Akee (21). The path 
now runs down the steep slope in a series of zigzags, to ensure an 
easy grade. On the bank above the first turn is a splendid clump 
of Monstera deliciosa, always flowering and fruiting ( 45), and an 
equally fine clump of the Ground Rattan Palm ( 55). On the 
steep slopes here are many fine Cycads, low-growing Palms, 
Alpi,,,ia nutans, a very handsome species from India, with droi p
ing racemes of sweetly-~cented pink-and-yellow flowers. Above 
the second turn in the walk are handsome clumps of Draccena 
Draco ( 31) and -Arenga Wigktii (16). At the bottom of the 
sloping ground the path branches off in three directions, but the 
better course will be to :follow the branch going straight on 
through the Palmetum, at which the visitor has now arrived. 

There is here a splendid collection of Palms, Cycads and Screw 
Pines from ail parts of the tropics in which these plants are 
found . . J ~ -



l t will not be possible to do more than draw attention to some 
of the more prominent specimens near the paths. 'l'hose who are 
specially interested in these handsome trees and plants must go 
through the collections and ex.amine the numerous specit s in
dividually. 

At the bottom of tbe slope, on the right, is a grand specimen 
of Oreodoxa regia, the Royal Palm ( 4~ ), and underneath it is a 
fine example of Stevensonia grand if olia ( 57). On the left, notice 
Diplotliemium caudescens (:50 J, and near it is t1 specimen 0£ a native 
species, Sabal umb1 aculifera. Behind this, and further up the 
slope is a fine tree 0£ Raphia tr:edigera (54) also Raphia Ru.ffia 
(53), Geonoma (Oalyptrogyne) Swartzii (36), and Oreodoxa 
oleracea, the native O~bbage Palm The visitor then passes in 
succession, Garyotrt f urfuracea from. Java, Phoenix acaulis from 
India, Cocos fiexuosa rrom Brazil, Livistona aus tralis from Eastern 
Austra 'ict, Livistona rotundifotia from the Malay Isles, &c. On 
the lawn on the right are two fine Araucarias, A. excelsa and A. 
Gunr,inghamii, the Norfolk Island Pine aud Moreton Bay Pine 
reapectively (14 & 15). 

The path now branches again, but the visitor should take the 
branch to the right. Notice on the slope on the left, a fine plant 
of Stevensonia grandi'fotia, and behind it Oorypha elata, from 
India~ a noble palm with immense leaves. On the same slope 
are a native Thrinax, the handsome Phr;enix rupicola (fiU), and 
Hyophorbe Verschoff eltii (39) On the right is a handsome and 
well-grown species from Uey lon, Oncosperma fascicula tum ( 48), 
also Hyophorbe amaricaulis (39) with 1ts swollen trunk, and 
Verschaffeltia splendida from the Seychelles (59). 

The visitor should now turn in towards the Water-lily Tank. 
Here will usually be tl>und in flower Nymphr;eas, Eichhornia, and 
other aquatics. The Victoria regia ( 59) is also grown and may 
be seen in flower early in the mornings) or late in the afternoons 
during the summer months. · 

Round the tank are tree ferns, ( Cyathea arborea ), and on one 
side are many clumps of Oarludovica l amaicensis, the Ippi-appa 
plant. On the sloping ground above the tank are many fine 
Palms, Dypsis pinnat ·lrons, A.reca Alicice (15), &c. 

The visitor should now resume his walk round the Palmetum. 
Near the Lily Tank will be noticed on the left three immense 
clumps, each consisting of many stems. The first is Ohrysalido
carpus lutescens, a handsome palm from Madagascar, the second 
is Ravenala madttgascari'3nsis, the Traveller's Tree (54)) and the 
third is Dendrocatamus strictus, (29). 

On the right are some handsome pahns, Areca Alicim (15), 
. Euterpe edulis (33), Rapkia tmdigera (54), Oreodoxa regia (49), 
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ElrPis guineensis, the Airican Oil Palm (31 ), Phytelepha8 micro
carpa, the Ivory-nut palm (50), Arengc1, Wightii (16), Dictyosperma 
rubrum (29), and many others. 

·The visitor will now have arrived at the end 0£ the straight 
path, and will notice a fine Pandanus, on the left. Turn to the 
right here. On the left side of the path is a fine clump of 
Heliconia Bi!iai, a h andsome native species; along the same, 
border will be noticed a number of tall Palms. the Betel-nut of 
the East ( 15). Notice the beautiful Selaginelta W illdenovii 
growing in the greatest luxuriance and covering everthing that 
comes in its way. rrhis fine species is a native of Cochin China. 
On the right hand are many Palms already noticed. At the 
corner of the lawn the visitor should turn up to the right. A 
clump of the spiny Astrocaryum filare is near the path and 
behind this is a tree of the equally spiny A . vulgare. Fur
ther back observe the graceful Cocos plumosa . and near the 
path the low Cocos austratis is noticeable. Above the Cocos 
are two fine clumps of the Indian . Wallichia caryotoides. A 
slender-stemmed, graceful palm will also be noticed here, it 
is Ptycliosperma gracilis from New Ireland. In the border on 
the left are two fine trees of the native Gru-Gru Palm, Acro
comia lasiospat!ia (15) . and near them will be noticed the elegant, 
low-growing Pandanus graminifolius from Tenass·erim, and the. 
large Pan danus odoratissimus from tropical Asia 

On the right are several fine specimens of Pandanus uUlis 
(49), Cycas revotuta (28), Oycas circinalis (29), one with a trunk 
~O feet high; the native Zamia integrifolia (60), and others. 
Other Palms in this part of the lawn are a splendid clump of 
Arenga Wightii (16), Areca Alicice (15), Dictyosperma album, the 
Madagascar 1-'iassava Palm, Livistona chinensis ( 40), Hete 1rospathe 
etata (37), &c. On the left, near the large Oreodoxa regia 
previously 1nentioned, is the largest clump in the Gardens of 
Chrysatidocarpus lidescens (24). This . clump consists 0£ nearly 
~UO bamboo-like stems, each with a crown of graceful, yellowish 
leaves. rrhe visitor will now have returned to the starting p oint 
in his walk round the lower portion of the Palmetu1n. The upper 
portion is on a rather steep hillside, and it contains many fine 
trees, the majority, howeverJ are duplicates of tho e growing in 
the lower portion. Now take the branch of the path that turns 
down to tne left between two borders, one planted mainly with 
Oodiceums (Orotons) and Hibiscus in variety, the other with Roses, 
Ixoras, &c. At the end of the border on the right is an old tree 
of Camphor (i4), and further down is a fine p ant of Medinill" . 
magnifica which produces in abundance its beautiful rosy-pink 
flowers, which are borne in large, terminal, pendulous racemes. 
This beautiful plant is a native of Manila. 



A tree of Oynometra americana (29) will be noticed on the left, 
and over it is growing a strong plant or the handsome-flowered 
Beaumcntia gr a11 cl1flora 01 India. Lower down on the right, is a 
good specjmen or Mesua ferrea, the Naghas tree or the Hindoos 
(44), and beyond thjs, in the shade, are some healthy young trees 
of the magnifice1 jt Palm, L1·cuala grandi8, a native 0£ New 
Britain. Next to these, is a tree of Hydnooarpus venenata, 
(H. i·nebrians), (38). 

On the opposite side of the path will be noticed the interesting 
Nopuleona imperialis ( 47): and behind it will be seen Oncoba 
spinosa ( 48), and a curious shrub from Br<1zil, St(fftia chry
santha, with terminal heads of orange-coloured flower ~: , resem
bling a bottle-brush. On the right again will be noticed the 
Indian Rose-wood, Pterocarpus indicus ( 50), Breaia rnadagasca
riensis (22), the Sissoo, Dalbergia Sissoo, an East l ndian timber 
tree, and Samad era indica ( 55 ). 

In the borders here are many ornamental shrubs, such as 
Acatyphas, Aralias, Panax, Ixoras, Allarnandas, many varieties 

. 0£ Hibiscus, various Melastomaceous plant , Sanchezia nobil1:s, &c 
• 

The visitor .has now returned to the Norantea-covered Mango 
previously noticed, and should turn up to the left, to what is 
known as the Circle,-the centre of the Gardens. Shrubs of an 

. ornamental character grow on either side of the path. The Circle 
is divided by paths into four large beds, somewhat triangular in 
outline, but not uniform in shape or size, the obtuse apices con
verging towards a circular path and bed in the centre. A path
way and large borders, in which are many interesting trees and 
shrubs, surround the whole. On entering this circular space the 
visitor should again turn to the left. Shrubs such as Azaleas, 
Camellias, Ixoras, Allamandas, Musscendas, Acalyphas, Codiceums, 
&c., meet the eye everywhere in the surrounding borders, whilst 
the beds in the centre are planted chiefly with Roses, and at the 
apex of each bed are one or two ornamental wire arches over 
which climbers of various kinds are trained. Observe in some of 
the Rose beds fine plants of the beautiful climbing lily, Gloriosa 
superb a (36). Notice also, in the shrub border on the left, the 
handsome Brownea Rosa-de-monte (22), and behind it is a tree or 
Para rubber, Bevea brasiliensis (~7) · 

In the second border, still on the left as the visitor walks round 
, the Circle, is an old tree of the ~ andsome Oolvillea racemosa (27). 

Near it is Pin us Massoniana ( 51 ), and towards the end 0£ the bed, 
Posoqueria longiflora ( 2) and the Wild Olive, Bontia daphnoides, 
are noteworthy trees. 

In the third border, the Balaam of Tolu ( 4 7), the Jujube tree 
(61), Fagrma obovata and Ftacourtia Ramontchi may be ob
~erved, whilst in the fourth bor.der,. some of the principal trees. are 



the beautiful Jacarar(;da filicifolia (39), Oassia nodosa (23), 
Michelia Ohampoca (45), the .Amherstia which :faces the entrance 
gate, and CotviUelt racernosa (27). 

In the angle formed by two of the centre Rose beds, will be 
observed a bush of Oerbera fruticosa, -native of Burma. The 
name Oerbera is intended to imply that the plants to which it be
longs ar:e as dangerous as Cerberus, and some of them are indeed 
very poisonous. ~ 

The visitor should now retrace his steps a few yards, and turn 
down the path to t.be right. On the right of this, near the J aca
randa just mentioned, is an interesting bush, native of Madagascar, 
&c., l!hyllarthron comorense (50) Obs·erve a tall specimen of 
Tristania conferta, a fine shade tree which grows to a height of 
150 feet. It is a native of New South Wales and Queensland. 

On the left or the path is a fine Mangosteen (35), which 
regularly bears a crop of its delicious fruits. Next to the 
1Iangosteen is a fine clump of I ppi-appa, and near this 
is a small tree of Dipteryx odorata. the Tonquin Bean (30). 
The visitor will now have arrived at the main path from the 
entrance gate, and he may observe the :following trees in the 
border facing him, viz.- .Averrhoa Oarambola, the Oaramba 
( 19 ); Dracmna Draco, the Dragon's Blood tree (31 ), and Gyno
metra americana (29). Turn to the left here, and on the right 
observe an old 'Olive, Olea europaea (48). The Olive has never 
truited in Jamaica. Beyond the Olive is a fine bush of 
Medinilla magnifica previously noticed. In the shrubbery on the 
left of the path may be seen an (}Id tree. of the poisonous J\'Ian
chioneal, Hippomane Mancinella (38), and further along is a fine 
young N aghas tree, Mesua ferrea. The visitor sh< ,uld now turn 
down the small path to th~ right, and through the small gate to 
the site of the old nursery. Un the left, observe a handsome tree 
with thick, dark-green leaves, and a reddish fruit about the size 
of an apple. This is one of the true Ebony trees, Diospyros dis
colr;r, the fruit of which is known as M abola (29). Behind the 
M abola tree is a large specimen of the Bois lmmortel, Erytttrina 
micropteryx (32), and beyond this, inside the enclosure, are about a 
dozen handsome tree ferns, Oyathea arborea. - Notice the woody 
climber with largP, roundish, dark-green leaves behind the tree 
ferns; this is A.namirta paniculata, (14), a native 0£ the East 
Indies, Burma, Ueylon, &c. Near thi-; is a tree with light ·green 
leathery leaves, and round fruits about Hil inch in diameter. It 
is Noron!iia ernarginata, a native of Madagascar. 

The visitor will not fail to notice the beautiful Selaginella _ 
Willdenovi-i here. The place where it grows so luxuriantly, is 
really a natural rockery, rnade up of large boulders embedded in 
the soil, numbers of large stones, and debris.- It is on slonin!!' 



ground and ·i~ _ over six.ty yards in length; and from twelve to 
fifteen yards in width. Several 'trees were originally planted in 
the spaces between the boulders, and many other trees and shrubs 
have groWn, up from ,.- seeds dropped by birds or rats. The Sela-
gin-ella conip~etely ·covers the whole 'space. Every rock Hnd stone 
is hidden, the m·ajority of the shrubs are covered, and the limbs 
of some 0£ the trees, to a height 0£ over twenty £eet, are festooned 
with this handsome species. In the early morning, when drip
ping with dew, or in certain lights, the peacock-blue £oliage of 
this gr 1ceful plant is wonderfully beautiful. · 

0£ the trees growing amongst this mass of Selaginella, the 
visitor rnay observe' a fine specimen of Raphia Ruffia, the Raphia 
Palm (53), Grias caul{fiora, the Anchovy Pear of Jam:iica, with 
~everal stems, each with a crown of magnificent foliage, Baphia 
nitidar the Cam Wood (19) and several otoers. Notice the fine 
Aroids which clothe the trunks and limbs of several of the trees. 
The one with the dark-green pinnatisect leaves is Epipremnum 
mirabile, the Tonga plant from the Malayan Archipelago. It 
is spPcially interesting for the manner in which the plant changes 
its appearance as it develops from its juvenile state with small 
~ntire leaves, to its adult. flowering stage with large pinnatisect 
leaves. The plant is said to be a specific for neuralgia. The · 
other plant has large , heart.-shaped, ovate, thick ieaves of a 
dark-green, boldly and irregularly marked by bands or fan
tastic shaped blotches of creamy-yellow, here and there suffused 
with pale yellowish-green. It is Pothos aurea, and is a native of 
the Solomon Islands. 

Among the trees on the right of this enclosed space, are ~n 
Almond, Terminalia Oatappa, Eugenia malaccen.si8, the Otaheite 
~r Malay Apple (3~), E. javanioa, the Wax-J ambo, froip. the Ma
lay Islands, some fruiting Nutmeg trees ( 46), and several old 

• ~an goes, &c. The Mangoes are of special interest as they are 
· t!J.e original trees imported by G0vernor, Sir John Peter Grant, 
t from India in 1869. They were grafted plants of the bast nam3d 

1 varieties, and included the following: -Dathogni, Madame, Kky-
. roapatty, Bhadoorea,. Bangalore, Madras, Goa, Lang-era, Soon-

1 derekaw, D'Oruze's Favourite, Agabey, Bombay. Mangoes rarely · 
· fruit in the wet district of Castleton) but young plants have be3n 

established at the Hope Gardens. 
, Observe ·the · vanilla (59) growing on the trunks of various 

w trees. It luxuriates in this warm, moist climate~ . ;. , · 
, The plant sheds Contaill collectionS of Orchids, Ferns, Bego

nias, Alocasias, and other tender ornamental plants requiring 
A special treatment and shelter from heavy rains. 

--·-On some of the Mangoes near the plant sheds, Piper nigrurn, 
the Black Pepper plant may be observed. The visitor should now 



cross une smau stream and turn to tb.e rig-ht towards the public 
road. The sloping ground on the left of the path is planted with 
Nutmegs, many of which bear heavy crops annually. Cross the 
public road and enter the small gate on . the opposite side. The 
visitor has 110w arrived at the part of the Gardens which may be 
described as the Experimental Grounds. Here will be found 
various kinds of Coffee, Cocoa, Rubber and other economic plants. 

On either side of the path observe a row of plants of the "Pine 
Palm" of Ja pan (29). At the end of these, the path branches to 
the right, but the visitor should follow the course of the path 
round the oval Rose bed in the grass~ 

On the left, near the bank of the stream, is a specimen of the 
J ac-fruit (17). In the corner on the left are a Gru-Gru Palm 
(13), and two young trees of Ooco-de-~ler (40). At the end 
of the oval bed, in the grass on the left of the path, notice a 
healthy tree of Trincomali Wood (20). A branch of the path 
runs to the bank of the river £rum this point, but the visitor 
should turn to the right, taking the other side 0£ the oval, _ 
back to the rows of Pine Palm, and then turn to the left. At the 
corner here, on the left, observe a tree of the Sea-side Grape (25), 
and next to it is a small tree of the Baobab (13). Above the latter, 
in the corner, are several healthy bushe~ of :Sierra Leone Coffee. 

The path now turns to the left, and the visitor should follow this. 
The first tree on the right, a handsome. spreading tree, is the La
koocha of India and Ceylon ( 17), beyond w t1ich is a tree of Guango 
Pithecolobium Saman, on the trunk of which the Vanilla flourishes. 

A plantation of low, dark-green bushes will now be noticed; 
these are Liber ian Coffee (27). On either side of the path here 
are various rubber-producing trees,-Lagos Silk rubber (34), 
Para rubber, Hevea Sprucean-a (37), Oeara rubber, Manihot, 
Glaziovii (4lL · and Oastil1oa rubber, Oastilloa elas'ti/Ja (2:3). 
Other trees growing in this part of the grounds are Oranges, 
P0megranate, Pimento (51), Croton Tiglium (28), I)urian (31), 
J ac Fruit, Dillenia indica (29 ), &c. At the end of the Liberian 
Coffee plantation are some -old Cocoa trees ( 8), ana a fine tree of 
Sapucaia-nut (39). On the lef.t of the path, near the large trees 
of Castilloa, are two good trees -of Sapu·caia-nut, a very tall t-ree 
of Ilang-ilang (22) and further on, near the path. is a fine tree 
of the Ceylon Cinnamon (25). The path turns up to the right 
here, but the visitor should first take the brianch lead-iag to the . 
river .. 

On ,the _r~ght of the path is _a plant·ation ·of -Coc0a (S.8), \with 
Bananas (46J for shade. Below this the path turns to ,th.e left 
towards three splendid clumps -of .Bambo0, under the .arching 
stems of which hench~es and small tables are .fixed for tae 0011.

venience of visito-rs. No mor-e delightftil spot ·than this c.@u1d he __ 



'selected in 'the ·:Gardens '.for, a rest, or a picnic, -~under the dense 
shade of the well trained Bamboos and within a few yards of the . 
river. 

The -visitor should now ·retrace his steps to the tree of Ceylon 
Ciinnamon recently noticed, -and take the path turning up to the 
left. On the right is -a tree of Bauhinia variegata (~O), and close 
to the path may be seen a most interesting specimen, the Cannon 
Ball tree (28 ). 

On the left is a small, slender tree of :the Cedron ('5'6). The 
visitor should take t,be short path to the left here. On either 
side of the ·path observe fair siz·ed trees of the Brazil Nut (20). 
On the right may be seen trees of the Mahwa (19), Cocum, 01· 

Kokam Butter (35), several handsome Palms, and some Nutmeg 
trees (46), also beds of Turmeric, Ourcuma longa, which is exten
sively cultivated aH over India for its rhizomes. Turmeric is 
employed as a condiment, and is a constituent of the well 
known Curry Pow~er, and of many other articles of Ir,dian cook
ery; Arrowroot ( 42), Cardamom and Ginger. Beyo }d these is 

, the ·Cocoa and Banana plantation already noticed. 

The visitor should now turn back to the main path, and in the 
corner on the right may be observed a Clove tree (o!3) and a 
Durian (31). At this point, instead of going out to the public 
road, the visitor should turn down to the right. In the border 
on the left observe a fine tree of Bauhinia megalandra (20). The 
vigorous-growing climber on the fence is Faradaya splendida 
(33 ), and near it is a good specimen of the native 8wartzia gran
diflora, a handsome leguminous tree with clear yellow flowers. 
On the right observe a tree of Uois Im1nortel with Vanilla grow
ing freely on its trunk. -On the left of the path again the visitor 

· may notice a specimen of the beautiful flowering tree, Rhodoleia 
, (55), and next to it is a large specimen of the Asoka (56), and 
trees of the beautiful golden-yellow flowered Tabebuia. The 
next tree is Zi'zyphus rugosi (61), and behind this, near the fence 

3 is a fine tree Pterocarpus Draco, the West Indian Dragon's 
Blood. In the centre of the path here is a specimen of Morinda 
citrifolia, the Indian Mulberry, a small tree or bush, native of 

.L the East Indies, but widely dis.tributed in the tropics either as a 

. naturalized, or a cultivated plant. It is a variable plant, the roots 
: of the different forms of which are lJSed in India for dyeing red . 
. Most of the red cotton turbans worn in Madras are coloured with 
it. Observe the Vanilla growing on the stems of the Morinda. 

The trees on the right are Eriobotrya japonica, the Loquat, or 
. Japanese Medlar, which is cultivated a~ an edible fruit in the 
1East, and behind these are the Liberian Coffee bushes already 
. noticed. On the left are trees of Ebony, Diospyros Eb 1num and 
· D. montana (30), and a large bush of Taberncemontana crassa 



from 'itropical Africa.' - Observe the long stems"·of .-Oalamiis ~Rotan{} 
the ··Rattan Cane (22), a n-atiYe of India,. Bu.rma , and · Ceylon, 
climbing up amongst the limbs of the Guango tree near the 
,fenc~ .. -· ~-The tree near the path here·-isJhe India~ -Tulip ·(59): ·:·1 

,.· .The -vi-sttor -has now arrived at -the · -small Nursery, · .and-may 
notice a µiiscellaneous collection of plants in bamboo pots 'for 
distribution._ The tree near the path- on the left, with smooth, 
light-coloured bark, is Pithecolobium Berterianum (5·2). Opposite 
,the po~ting shed is a specim.en of P odocq,rpus N ageia variegata, a 

native of China and Japan, and near t~is ~ay be observed a spe~ 
cimen or tw·o of Vangueria madagascariensis, .a natjve . 0£ Mada-: 

,.gascar where the fruits are eaten under the n?,me 0£ V-oa-vanea . . 
. _At the side of the path is a small tree with thick, leathery 
leaves, this is Omphalea triandra, the Cob Nut of Jamaica. • Th~ 
visitor may here observe grand trees of 4ttatea Oohune, Astr.o-

·.11 • caryum mexica·num, Livistona8, Cocos, and . other palms along the 
fence which runs parallel with the public ro_ad. . Notice two very 
large spreading trees of the native Enterolobium (3:l). Near -the 
path is a nice heal thy young tree of A.cantho~hiza aculeata, a 
Mexican palm, with large round leaves 'Yhich _ are deep green 
above and silv~ry beneath, and a trunk tp.at)s covered with~ net-
work _of branching spines. . _ 

In the end or the border are various ornamental trees and 
shrubs, and_ amongst the latter, is a bush _ 0£ Randia mac-rantha, 
~ native of _Bra~il and _~ very handsome rlant when cove~ed, as it 
o_ften is, with its large . white or pale yellow flowers which_ have a 
funnel-shaped · co~oll~ and a tube abo~t nine inches long . . ;The 
visi~or has now arriv.ed at the public ro·ad, ~av_ip.g been roµnd the . 
principal par~s of the Gardens. If more time can be spared·, a
closer .inspection of some of the collections, e.g,, the Palms, will 
repay the trouble. 

; . 
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NOTES- ON THE MosT INTERESTING PLANTS. 

AcROCOMIA LASIOSP ATHA, Mart -"' Gru-Gru ' Palm," native of the 
West Indies. It yields H fibre '' 0£ remarkable softne. s and . 
fi~eness." ( Palmm) [173] :¾" ( Pl. 5 ) 

ADANSONIA DIGITATA, Linn.-The Baobab, Ethiopian Sour Gourd, 
or Jionkey-Bread, is a native of Africa. It is cultivated in 
many of the warm parts of the world. It has been called 'the 
tree of a thousand years,' and Humboldt speaks of it as 'the 
oldest organic rnonument 0£ our planet.' 

The bark of the Baobab £urnishes a fibre which is m-ade into 
ropes, and in Senegal woven into cloth. The fibre is so strong 
as to give rise to a common saying in Bengal : 'As secure as 
an elephant bound with a Baobab rope.' The wood is soft, and 
subject to the attacks of a fungus which renders the part af
fected easily hollowed out. This is done by the negroes, and 
within these hollows 'they suspend the dead bodies of those 
who are refused the honour of buriaL .There they become 
mummies, perfectly dry and well preserved, without any fur
ther preparation or embalmment.' Livingstone speaks of a 
hollow trunk, within which 20 to 30 men could .lie down 
with ease. The leaves pounded constitute Lalo, which the 
Africans mix with their soups, sauces, &c., not as a relish, but 
to diminish the excessive perspiration, and keep the blood in 
a healthy state. 'The pulp of the fruit is slightly acid, agree
able, and often eaten; and· the juice expressed from it consti
tutes a drink which is valued as a specific in putrid and pes ·i
lential fevers. Owing to this circumstance it forms an article 
of commerce.' The ashes o:f the fruit and bark boiled in rancid 
palm oil are used as a soap by the negroes. (Malvacece.) [219.J 

ALEURITES TRILOBA, Forst.--The Candle-nut, so1netimes called 
Walnut, grows to a height of 30 to 40 feet. 1 he seeds yield 
oil, which is a good drying oil for paint. In the Sandwich 
Isles 10,000 gallons are annually produced, and used there as a 
mordant for their vegetable d) es. The cakes left after the oil 
has been expressed, are used as food for cattle and also as manure. 
It thrives along roads, (Euphorbiacece) [2] 

AMHERSTIA NOBILIS, WaU.-Visitors who go to the Gardens in 
the early part of the year, will find in flower the A.mherstia 
nobilis. 

Dr. W allicb, Director of the Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, gives 
an account of his discovery of this Prince 0£ Flowering-Trees. 
In lVI arch, 1827, he accompanied the British Envoy to Ava, 
and in his official report of a journey on the River Saluen, in 

* Tr1e figures in square brackets refer to the numbers on the Plane 



order to examine the site and capabilities of the Teak-forests 
in that direction, thus writes: "In about an hour I came to a 
decayed Kioum ( a sort of monastery),- distant about 27 miles 
:from the town of Martaban. There were two of these trees 
here; the largest-, about 40 feet high, with a girth at 3 feet 
above the base, of 6 feet, stood close to the cave; the other was 
smaller. They were profusely ornamented with pendulous ra
cemes of large vermilion-coloured bl c,ssoms, forming superb ~ 
objects, unequalled in the flora of the East Indies, and, I pre- . 
sume, not surpassed in magnificence and elegance in any part 
of the world. The ground was strewed, even at a distancP, -
with its blossoms, which are carried daily as offerings to the 
imager; o:f Buddha in the adjoining caves. Round the spot were, 
also, numerous individuals of Saraca indica in full bloom, in
ferior in beauty only to those trees." 

This tree, which when in £ull blossom is the most strikingly 
"superb object that can possibly be imagined," Dr. Wallich r

named in compliment to Lady Amherst. 
The Duke of DevoBshire sent a collector to Burma on pur

pose to procure a plant, and in 1839 the first living specimen 
was successfu11y brought to Cbatsworth. However, a plant 
presented by the Governor-General, Lord Hardinge, to Mrs. 
Lawrence, in 184 7, was the first to flower in England in 1849, t 

when it was only 11 feet high. _ 
For its perfect development, this tree requires a hot damp 

atmosphere. (Leguminosw) [3] 
ANAMIRTA PANICULATA, Oolebr.-A· woody climber with large 

roundish, dark green leaves . A native- o:f the East Indies. 
The dried fruits, known as " Cocculus Indicus," are exported 
:from India and are used medicinally, and it is said also- for 
adulterating beer and ale. For the latter purpose they are 
said to be employed to impart . a bitter taste to malt liquors, 
and to increase their intoxicating effects. 

APEIBA T1BoURBou, Aubl.-N ative 0£ Guiana and Brazil. The 
wood being light and soft, is used in Brazil £or making the raft 
boats called Jan gadas. ( Tiliacece) [12-3] 

ARAUCARIA Brn,vrLLn, Hook. - The Bunyan-bunya Pine of 
Queensland has a large edible seed. It is the loftiest o:f the 
Araucarias, reaching a height of 250 :feet. The timber is suit
able for furniture, being beautifully streaked; it is hard, close
grained and durable_ (Ooniferw) [4J 

ARAUCARIA CuNNINGHAMII, Sweet -The Moreton Bay Pine forms 
forests in eastern A ust~alia and New Guinea. It grows :from 100 
to 130 feet high. The timber takes a high polish, and compares 
favourably with satin-wood and birds-eye-maple. ( Ooniferm.) [5] 
(Pl. 3, 16.) 



. ARAUCARIA EXCELS~, R. Br.-The. Norfolk Island Pine is a lofty 
tree of symmetrical growth, with the branches arranged in 
regular horizontal tiers. 8ome of the t.rees in Norfolk Island 
on the coast of Australia are 220 feet high. The timber 
i8 used for building and other purposes. (Ooneferm) L6] 
(Pl. 3, 16.) 

ARCHONTOPHCENIX OuNNINGHAMII, H. w~ndl. ~ Drude.-A fine 
Palm, native of Queensland and New South Wales . ( Palmce.) 
[180] (Pl. 1.) 

. ARECA ALtCLE, W. HiU.-An elegant Palm from tropical Aus-
tralia . ( Patmce".) [160] 

ARECA OATECHU, Linn .-The Areca or Betel-nut Palm has a 
lofty, straight and very slender stem,-the Hindoo poets speak 
of it as "an arrow shot from Heaven" · 

Low, in his 'History of Borneo,' says :-'' The :flowers are 
deliciously fragrant ; they are in request :for all festive oc
casions, and are also considered a necessary ingredient in the 
medicines and charms employed £or healing the sick; their 
delightful perfume togeth6r with the graceful feathery foliage, 
borne on a slender and elegantly tapered stem, renders this 
tree the universal favourite among the Palm tribe." 

The fruit is about the size of a small hen's-egg, of an orange 
-colour, and hangs in long bunches below the dark green leaves. 
The outer part of the fruit is hard and fibrous, then comes the 
shell, enclosing the kernel of Betel-nut. 

It is for this nut, that the palm is so extensively cultivated 
in the Malay Archipelago, and the practice of chewing· it is 
universal amongst the natives. The nut is cut into narrow 
strips, and rolled u p with a little lime in the leaves of the 
Betel Pepper. The pellet, though acrid to the taste, is aroma
tic and astringent, and the mastication is considered whole
some. The natives would rather forego meat and drink than 
their favourite Areca Nut. The commerce in the nut is en
ormous. (Palmce) [7] 

RECA GLANDIFORMIS, Lam. -~-A handsome Palm from the Moluc- · 
cas. (Palmce) [181] 

_ A.RENGA SACCHARIFERA, LabiU. --The Sugar Palm is most 
abundant in shady forests on the banks of streams in Burma 
and the Mat ly Archipelago. It is so useful, that it is exten
sively cultivated, especially in hilly districts. It grows to a 
height of 30 or 40 feet. _ 

At the base" of the leaf-stalks is produced a fibrous material 
like coarse blact<. horse hair which makes an excellent and du
rable cordage, resisting the action of water. Used as thatch, 
the roof never re9. uires renewal. The coarse parts are used by -~~ 



l . 

the natives as pens The gossamer-like substan.ce underneath 
the fibre is exportem to China for tinder. 

But this palm is grown chiefly for the pro<4uction of sugar 
and palm-wine. Wallace gives .the following account:-

" The sap which pours out of the :cut flower-stalk 0£ several 
species of palm when slightly fermented, forms palm-wine 
or toddy, a very agreeable drink ; and when mixed with 
variou~ bitter herbs or roots which check fermentation, a ftdr 
imitation of beer is produced. If the same fluid is at once 
boiled and evaporated, it produces a quantity of excellent, sugar. 
The sugar-palm of the Malay countries, is perhaps the most , 
productive of sugar. A single tree will ,continue to pour out 
several quarts of sap daily for weeks together, and where the 
trees are abundant this forms the chief drink and most esteemed 
luxury of the n t ives." 

The juice of the fleshy coveri11g of the fruit is so corrosive 
that it causes inflammation of the skin. When the natives of 
the Nl oluccas were defending their forts against the attaeks. of 
the Dutch, they employed a liquor prepared by steeping. ~the 
fruit in water, and so powerful was its effects, that the Dutch 
gave it the appropriate n ·1me of '' hell-water.'' 

The young kernels of the fruit are made. with · syrup into 
preserves. . 

When. the last flower-stalk has appeared aBd the . tree. dies, 
the stem is found to be Hlmost hollow; it is particularly well 
adapted for troughs for , .water, · .and is - very durable~- All ! the 
central part of the stem is of .a pithy nature, containing large 
quantities of starch. 

If the tree is cut down before flowering, the starchy mater.ial 
is made into a wholesome ·meal, - somewhat like .. sago. But , if 
le£t. to flower, the starch u ndergoes a natural ·change into sugar 
to build, up the· substarace of flo-wer and fruit . . One tree yields 
about .150lbs. of mteaL (Patmm) [8} 

ARENGA w IGHTII; Gritf/-A handsome palm from t Malabar. 
(Palmce) [157] 

ARTOCA.RPUS INCISA, ·Linn.--The Breadirhit treff of the South Sea · 
Islands is a moderate sized tree, whose -young branches are 
marked with ring-like sc-ars indicating -the spot · where the .. 
large. convolute stipules have been . placed. The leaves •are 
large, rough, dark-green;• divided into lobes, something like 
those of a fig tree. The fruit is roundish, of the size of a melon 
rough on the exterior, marked with .hexagonal knobs,, 01) in 
some of the varieties sm0oth-and. of a gFeen colour. The ,pulp 
in the interior . is whitish or yellow and of the consistence of 
new bread.. It is .roasted 0r .boiled 1before •·- it is eaten, --but ;has 
little iavour. . The· best .varieties ·contain no .see~s, the tree ·• be-



ing propagated by shoots that spring from the roots. The 
tree contains a viscid milky juice, containing caoutchouc, which is 
used by the South .Sea Islan~ers instead of glue, and for caulk
ing canoes. Tbey make use also of the timber of the tree, . 
which is soft, and is said to attain a mahogany colour by ex
posure. The bark of the young tree is also f c:1 bricated in to a 
coarse cloth In the South Sea Islands, the breadfruit consti
tutes the principal article· 0£ diet, which is prepared by baking 
it in an oven heated by hot stones. . The plant is now · cultiva
ted .in the West Indies, but does not equal the plantain as an 
article of food. The history of its introduction into these Is
lands is associated with ·the well-known incidents of the mutiny 
of the crew of lhe 'Boun1y,' which had been sent out under 
the command of Lieut. Bligh to procure breadfruit ·trees, at the 
earnest reqaest of Capt. Cook, and the naturalists who accom
pani-d him in his voyages. The first attempt was frustrated 
by the mutiny of the crew after the plants had been procured, 
and all promised well. A second attempt proved successful, 
and in 1793, Capt. Bligh landed several hundred breadfruit 
and other valuable plants in the Botanic Gardens, Jamaica. 
( Urtica.cem) [209] (Pl. 5.) 

ARTOCARPUS INTEGRIFOLIA, Linn. f.-J ac Fruit. East Indies 
and Polynesia. A tree with milky sap and large fruit. The 
bark yields - gum, used as cement and bird-lime; and also as 
fibre: The juice is applied externally to glandular swelli~gs to 
promote suppuration . . The wood yields on boiling a yellow 
dye. The timber is used for .carpentry, cabinet • work, &c. 
'' Yellow, hard, takes an excellent polish, is beautifully marked 
~nd is one of the handsomest furniture ·woods." Weight 40lbs. 
p~r cubic foot.. - ( .Urticacem) [200] (Pl. 5.) 

ARTOCARFUS LAKOOCHA, Roxb.-A ' large tree nearly allied to the 
Breadfruit and J ac-fruit, met with in . the ·outer hills , of 
Kumaon, Sikkim,✓ Eastern Burma and in the evergreen forests 

_ of the, Western Ghats and Ceylon. The fruit is acid, of an ir
regular roundish shape, 3-4 inches in diameter,velvety yellow 
when -ripe . . 

A caoutchouc is derived from this plant . . 
The root yi~lds a yellow dye The,woo.d is · used in dyeing 

cloth .. yellow. A fib}te is . prepared · from the bark, used for 
cordage. The fruit is eaten in ,curries in- Kanara (Bombay). 

The sapwood is large, white, soft, perishable; heartwood 
yellow, hard. It seasons well and takes a good polish. Weight 
30·io 50 lbs . . •per cubic foot. Used for · furniture and canoes. 
(Urticaoem) [202] · 

AsTROCARYUM ·MEXICANUM, Liebm.·-A handsome spiny Palm: 
native of Mexico. ( Patm~) [179] ~ 



AsTROCARYUM VULGARE, Mart.-The Tucum Palm of Brazil is 
somewhat similar to our native Gru-gru ( Acrocomi"a spp.) and 
like it, is covered with sharp spines. 

It is of so much importance to the natives tha t where it does 
not already grow wild, it is carefully cultivated amongst their 
fruit trees and in their fields of cassava. 

Cordage of exceeding fineness, and great strength and dura
bility is prepared from the outer skin of the unexpanded leaves 
which is stripped off and twisted into thread, by rolling with 
the hand on the breast or thigh. It is chiefly used for 
bow strings and fishing nets on account of its special adapta
tion to such purposes. "The Brazilians of the Rio Negro and 
Upper Amazon make very beautiful hammocks of fine 'tucum' 
thread, knitted by hand into a compact web 0£ so fi ne a text
ure as to occupy two persons three or four months in their 
completion. They then sell at about £3 each, and when orna
mented with the leather-work borders at double that sum."
A. R. Wallace. (Palmm) [91 

ATTALEA CoHUNE, Mart.-The Cohune Palm is a native 0£ Cen
tral America. Mr. R. Temple, when Chief J ustic of British 
Honduras, called attention to this palm in the Journal of the 
Society of Arts. " The Cohune resembles in appearance the 
Coco-nut palm, but it is not nearly so high as that tree, and 
the trunk is considerably thicker. The order and regularity 
in which it grows is surprising. I have seen rows of it pre
senting the appearance of having been planted with the greatest 
care, long avenues which closely resembled nave.~ and aisles of 
a cathedral, the arched leaves meeting overhead, and pro
ducing an exact imitation of the vaulted roof; if the sun was 
declining, the horizontal rays, shining at intervals through one 
side of the avenue, created the splendid effulgence of the most 
richly painted window. 

"The Cohune bears a fruit about the size of a large hen's 
egg, which grows in clusters, each cluster resembling a bunch 
of grapes. The kernel tastes somewhat like that of the coco
nut, but is far more oleaginous, and the oil extracted from it 
is infinitely superior.'' 

Notwithstanding the attempts made to introduce this oil 
into England, they have not been suceessful. Perhaps one 
reason is that the shell surrounding the kernel is hard and 
dense. (Palmm) [10] 

A vERRHOA. BrLIMBr, Linn.-The Bilimbi, has a somewhat simi
lar fruit to the Caram bola. The fruits grow on the trunk, and 
are used in pickles and curries. The flowers are made into 
preserves. ( 0eraniacece) [11] 



AvERRHOA OARAMBOLA, Linn.-The Oarambola of the East 
Indies is a small tree with leaflets which are slightly sensitive. 
It produces an abundance of prettily shaped five-angled yellow 
fruits. The fruits are acid, but make an agreeable preserve, 
and are also used for making pickles and curries ; the juice re
moves iron-mould from linen. The dried fruit is given in fe
vers, and is also an antiscorbutic. ( Geraniacem) [12] 

BAPHIA NITIDA, Afz.-C_am Wood has grown here to a height of 
24 feet, measuring 30 inches in circumference at the base. 
It has papilionaceous flowers, white, with a small orange-yel
low blotch near the · base of the standard. Some hundred tons 
of the wood are imported into Great Britain annu~lly from the 
west coast of Africa, but it is said not to be so easily obtain
able at the present time. The logs are about 4 ft. long and a 
foot in diameter. It is a dyewood yielding a brilliant deep red 
colour, and is used for the same purposes as Brazil wood The 
mordant employed is sulphate of iron; common English Ban
dana handkercbiefs are dyed with this material. In Africa the 
natives colour their bodies with the pounded wood and make 
use of the wood also in Fetish ceremonies. (Legi,minosce) [V3] 

Bar Wood is sometimes confused with Cam Wood, but it is 
a different tree, viz., Pterocarpus erinace·us, Poir. 

BARRIN.GTONIA SPECIOSA, Forst., has a remarkable four-angled 
fruit. From the seeds an oil is expressed, used for lamps. 
They are also mixed with bait to stupify fish . The fruits are 
en1ployed as fishing-floats (Myrtacem) [14] 

BASSIA LATIF0LIA, Roxb.-Brandis in his 'Indian Forest Flora' 
says of the Mahwa tree : "It attains 40 to 50 feet in height 
with a short 1runk, 6 to 7 feet in girth, and numerous spread
ing branches, forming a close shady rqunded crown.'' 

Mr. Lock ~ ood, magistrate and collector in Monghyr, 250 
miles north-west of Calcutta, has published a most interesting 
and instructive account of this tree. He says : '' This tree 
may be called a fountain yielding food, wine and oil to the in
habitants of the country where it grows." In appearance it 
might be mistaken £or a mango tree "But, unlike that of 
mango trees, which are uncertain jn their yield, the Mahwa 
crop never fails ; £or the part eaten is the succulent corolla, 
which falls in great profusion from the tree in March and 
April. This season is a great feasting ·time for the humbler 
members of creation. Birds, squirrels, and tree-shrews feast 
among the branches by day, whilst the po· ,r villagers collect 
the corollas which fall on the ground on all sides. Nor does 
the feasting end with the day. At sunset peacocks and jungle
£ow l steal out from the surrounding jungle to share the Mah-
wa with deer and bears, many of which fall victims to the ~-



bullets or arrows of the hunters, who sit concealed in .th . 
branches overhead. It grows on poor, stony soil, ill-suited to 
most other ~rees, 01-- for the plough.'' 

During the season of scarcity which prevailed at Beha:r 
during. 1873-74, the Mahwa crop, which was unusually abun• 
dant, kept thousands of poor people from starving. The resi
due of the Mahwa which is not eaten is taken to the distil
leries, and then "'ith the aid of rude pot-stills is converted int 
a strong-smelling spirit, which bears considerable resemblanc 
to whisky. When the essential oil, wh:ch gives a peculia:v 
smell, is removed, the spirit comes very near good brandy. In 
the island of Caranja, opposite to Bombay , the government 
duty on the spirits distilled ( chiefly from this flower) amounts 
to at hast £60,000 per annum. 

The fruit which f \l llows after the corollas have fallen, yields 
seeds from which a greenish yellow oil is produced. This is1, 
used to adulterate ghi or clarified butter. This substance has1 
some commercial importance, inaBmuch as it is worth £35 a ton 
for soap-making. (Sapotacece) [15] (Pl. 6.) 

. BA tJHINIA MEGALANDRA, Griseb.-A white flowered speciesJ , 
native of the West Indies. The branches are used as wood
hoops. (Leguminosw) [ i28] 

BAtJHINIA VARtEGATA, Linn.-A small shrubby tree with decidu- 
ous leaves and very ornamental large flowers, which vary great
ly in colour fro~ white variegated with yellowish green, to rose 
variegiited with crimson, cream·colour and purple. 

It is native of India and China, but is common in Jamaica. 
The bark is described by Watt as "alterative, tonic and 

astringent, useful in scrofula, skin diseases and ulcers." It is 
also used in dyeing and tanning. "The root in decoction is 
given in dyspepsia and flatulency; the flowers with sugar as a 
gentle laxative." (Legum1~nosce) [16] 

BERRIA AMMONILLA, Roxb.-The Trincomali Wood. A large 
tree round in South India, Burma and Ceylon. Heartwood 
dark red, very hard, close-grained., but apt to split; it has, even 
when old, a smooth, rather damp feel. The ,vood is very du
rable. It is ~sed £or carts, agricultural implements, and spear
handles, and in Madras for masula boats, and is much esteemed 
£or toughness and flexibility. In Ceylon " the wood of this 
fine tree is very valuable for building and other purposes." 
(Titiacece) [~10] 

BERTHOLLETIA EXCELSA, Humb. and Bonpl.-This tree, which 
yields " Brazil Nuts," grows to a height of from 100 to 150 
feet, farming large forests on the banks of the Amazon and 
Rio Negro. The seed-vessel is a hard woody globular shell, 



6 inches through, containing about 20 nuts beautifully fitting 
together in it. When they are· ripe, they fall from the trees, 
and the Indians go in great numbers to collect them. They 
break the shell with an axe, and send boat loads 0£ the nuts 
down the river to Para, (Myrtacece) [17] 

BIGNONIA MAGNIFICA, Bull, has large flowers 2 inches across, 
varying in colour from delicate mauve to rich purplish-crimson, 
with a light primrose-colour throat. It is a native of Co
lombia, and was first introduced into English hot-houses in 
1879. (Bignoniacece) [18] 

BLIGHIA sAPIDA, Kon.-The Akee tree is a native of tropical 
western Africa, naturalized in J amaioa. A handsome tree, 
30 feet high. leaves pinnate, light green, flowers small, white, 
fruit red, splitting on the tree into 3 valves, displaying the 3 
black seeds half enclosed with a yellowish white fleshy cover-

. . 
1ng. 

The husk of the fruit can be used as a natural soap, making 
a lather. The white fleshy substance round the seeds, which is 
called '' akee" is of the consistence of bee£ fat, and when 
cooked is somewhat like marrow; it is an excellent vegetable, 
and quite wholesome, when ripe and fresh. It yields an oil 
which might compete with palm oil in soap manufacture, or 
might be useful in pharmacy when a bland oil of a certain con
sistence is required. (Sapindacece) [212] 

BmHMERIA. NIVEA, Gaudick-This plant is known variously as 
Ramie, Rhea and China Grass. The fibre extracted from the 
young shoots is the strongest known, and also one of the most 
beautiful, looking much like silk. But the resinous matter of 
the stalk makes it very difficult to extract the fibre cheaply. 
The Government of India many years ago offered a prize of 
£5,000 for a good extracting macl ine for it, but none has 
yet been invented that gives satisfactory results. It is a native 
of Malaya. ( Urticacece.) [20] 

BoMBAX MALABARICUM, D.0.-Red Silk Cotton Tree or :3imal 
Tree.-This tree is a native of India, Java and Sumatra. The 
trunk and branches are covered with large corky prickles. 
In the winter months the leaves fall, and before they appear 
again, the end of the branches are covered with the handsome 
red flowers. The seed-vessel contains silk-cotton, "simal,'' 
which is of the same character as the white silk cotton, 
"kapok", 0£ our native tree, (Eriodendron unfractuosum). Both 
kinds of silk-cotton are very useful for stuffing cushions, and 
in upholstery, but the fibre is too short and too soft to be spun. 
Tt.e k~pok fetches a higher price than the simal. ( Mati,acece) 
11 ~Rl 



tlONTIA DAPHNOIDES, Linn.-'l'he Wild Olive is a shrub or sfilaH 
tree lO to 30 feet high. .1he_leav~s .are in shape . li}rn_. t~~ olive, . 

· but they are not opposite. · T~e flow.er is aboJJ.t_ an .:u~ch Jo~g, 
with a tubuJar, two~lipped corolla of a yellowish-red coloar, 
and 4 stamens. 

A decoction 0£ the flowers is recommended tor ophthalmi_a. 
Tbe fruit is yellowish, nearly half an ~nch long, and when 
quite ripe contains an oil of a yellowish colour, which is em
·ployed in colic and other irritations of the intestines. 
This tree is a native o:f the West Inq_ies. (Myoporinem) [I 92] 

BREXIA MADAGASCARIENsrs, Thou.-Is a small tree, .a native qf 
Madagascar. (Saxifragacem) [132] · 

:aRoWNEA RosA-DE-MqNTE, Berg.-The Rosa del Monte 0£ South 
~m~rica. The genus Brownea was named after Patrick 
Browne, M.D., Q,uthor 0£ a Natural History of Jamaica. Very 
handsome evergreen trees or shrubs allied to .A.mherstia. : !f he 
.species under nptice has beautiful scarlet- :flowtHS in dense 
hea4s. ( Legurtiin_osce) [189] 

0ALAMUS ~OTANG, Linn.-'T~e Rattan Qane, a µati~e 0£ India 
-· Burma, . and Ceylon The long stems o_f varioll:s specie.s o 

Calamus :furnish the canes or ratt au s so ,l~rgely used f pr th 
seats of chairs, couches, sides.of carri~ges, and similar purposes 
In countries wher~ these Palms abound, the inhabitants make 
use of them Ior a great variElty of purposes, bask0ts of · all kinds, 
m3tts, hats, and other useful articles being commonly made of 
.them. Their most important use, however, is :for the manu
J~cture of the ropes and cables usually employed by junks and 
other coastip.g ves~els . They are also used in the canst.ruction 
9£. suspension bridges across rivers. ( Palmce.) 

0A:+'1ANGA 0D0RATA, Hook. l. & Thoms.-The Oananga is a native 
of Bu~ma, Java and the Philippines, but it is cultivated as _an 
ornamental tree throughout India and _the .tropics. It is a tall 
tree, with straight trunk and smoqth asby bark. The flower_s 
are drooping, of a greenish-yellow colour, frag~ant, and about 
three inches in length. It belongs to the same family as the 
-Sw.eet Sop, but the fruit . is not edible. It is the "Ilang~ilang" 
of European performers. 

A tree plan~ed . in Hope Gar~ens attained in 6 ye.~rs a height 
o:f 46 feet, with a girth of 38 i~ches_ at 3 feet above tpe ground. 
( Anonacem) [21] 

CJ.ARAPA GUIANENSis, Aubl. The O~rapa tr~e 0£ Guia~a grows to 

a)1eight of 60 to 80 .feet" The timber is light, having -a spe
cific gravity -of 0.603, but it takes a good polish, and is ~sed 



fo-r making forhitllre·; also: employed for shillgles, a.nd for masts 
and spars o-.f' ships; T4e bark is a·string~nt; is·used for .ianriing, 
and medicinally as a fehrifuge. T~e· large,1 roun~ fruit c·on
tains se·veral 'oily see·ds, from which is obta ,ried ~ lamp 011. It 
also grows · in ~razil and some of the West Indian Islands. 
-(MeZ-iacece) [147] 

dA:RYOTA URENS, Linn.--The Wine Palm or Kitool Pal~ attains 
a height of 50 or 60 feet, and is remarkable for the peculiar 
f9rm of the leaflets, which have been compared to those of our 
common maiden hair fern. The leaves themselves are from 
18 to 20 ··feet long. It is a native of Ceylon and India, _growing 
in forests in the hilly districts, where teak and the· wild mango 
abound. 

The Kitool fibre of commerce is prepared from the sheathing 
leaf-stalk; it is used as a 'substitute for bristles for making 
brus bes, pasket~, etc. The value is from 3d. to lld. per lb. It 
is said that in Ceylon ropes .made from the fibre are used for 
tying elephants. Roxburgh says it is nighly valuabie to the 
natives of the countries where it grows. "It yields ·during 
t~e hot season an immense quantity of toddy, or palm-wine. 
I have been infprmed that the best tr~es will yield at the rate 
of one hundred pints in the 24 hours. The pith Qr farinaceous 
part 0£ the trunk of old trees is said to be equal to the · best 
sago·:· the natives make it into bread, and - boil it into tH1ck 
gruel; the;se form pi great part of the ~jet of the people,-and 
during a famine they' suffered little while the t~ee~s lasted. I 
hav~ reason to believe thi~r substance to be high\y nutrjtious.'' 

The Wine Palm ends its existence by flowering. T~e first 
flower stalk ·appe~rs at the top o( the tree ; _ as so.on as that has 
done· :flowering, another appears lower down, a·nd so o'n, till the 
last one blossoms at the foot of the -truri~, proolaiming that the 
d'eath of the tree is near- at ~and._ These. flower-spikes hang 
down in· large bunches, p'roducing quantities of round, red
dish berries. The wood is strong an_d dur~ble, used for agricul
tural . pu,rposes, ·water conduits and buckets. (Palmce) [24] 
(Pl. 5. 7.) 

OA$SIA' >No:oosA, J3uck.-A beautiful ·fl.owering~tree comrno·n,· in the 
Eastern Himalaya, Manipur, and Burm·a. ( Legui'nin'f)'SCJ3 } · [195] 

~CASSIA SIAMEA'., La'm.'-grows to ·a height of -~:so feet ~at' Castleton~ 
It has large, showy, yellow flowers. It is native o:f' ln:di~ ahd 
Malaya. ( Leguminosm) [26] 

"OASTILLOA \liLASTICA, Oerv.-The CastiUoa Rubber ' tree 'has ·· b'een 
deSctiMd by Sir D. 1V.fotris, ~h'o saw it growing in British 
Honduras on most 01 the Co~une·. rid'g'~s; along the' banks of 

. rivers/ and ifr ;the 1 vaMefs. ,, It ' grows ~tb ia heig'llt of abcrat ·4o 



to 50 feet; has a thick clean stem, about two feet in diameter 
at the base, and in habit of growth much resembles a bread
fruit tree, to which it is closely allied. The leaves are large, 
oblong in shape, and clothed, especially in the young state, 
with a dense coat of hairs. The flowers appear in Fe~ruary or 
March." The tree is fit to be tapped when it is from 7 to 10 
years old. The proper season is after the autumn rains, which 
occur some months after the trees have ripened their fruit, and 
before they put forth buds for the next season. 

Belt, in his charming book, the "Naturalist in Nicaragua," 
thus describes the process of obtaining the rubber. "When 
the collectors find an untapped tree in the forest, they first 
make a ladder out of the lianas that hang from every tree; this 
they do by tying short pieces of wood across them with small 
liarias, many of which are as tough as cord. They then proceed 
to score the bark with cuts ·Which extend nearly round the tree 
like the letter V, the point being down ward. A cut like this 
is made about every 3 feet all the way up the .trunk. The milk 
will all run out of a tree in about an hour after it is cut, and f 
is collected into a large tin bottle made flat on one side and 
furnished with straps to fix on a man's back. A decoctionismade 
from another liana (the moon flower, Ipomcea Bona-nox), and 
this on being added to the milk, in the proportion of one pint 
to a gallon, coagulates it to rubber, which is made into round 
flat cakes, A large tree, 5 feet in diameter, will yield when 
first cut about 20 gallons of milk,each gallon of milk makes 2½ 
lbs. of rubber," 

The Castilloa tree is a deep :feeder, preferring soil which is a 
deep loam. It may be grown along river-banks to give them 
stability. It grows rapidly, :;:ind in its native forests gives a 
return in rubber in 8 or 10 years. · 

The name Castilloa is derived from the small town of Castillo 
on the river San Juan in Nicaragua, one of the centres of the 
rubber trade. "It was near Castillo that Nelson lost his eye. 
He took the fort by landing about half a mile lower down the 
river, and dragging his guns round to a hill behind it by which 
it was commanded." (Urticacece) 

CHRYSALIDOCARPUS LUTESCENS, Wendl.-The "Ostrich Feather 
Palm" or "Bamboo Palm" is a singular palm from Madagascar, 
with several stems growing from the same root. (Palmce) 
( Pl. 4. 8.) 

C1NNAMOMUM 0AMPHORA, Nees cy- Eberm,-The Camphor Laurel 
is a native of China and Ja pan; and in Formosa it covers 
the whole li_ne of mountains from north to south up to an eleva
tion of 2,000 feet above the level of the sea The stem yields 
excellent timber, whic:L is much prized on account of its odour. 



After the tree is felled the wood is cut into chips, which are 
placed in _the rude boiler or still. This is provided with a false 
bottom, through which the steam rises, and as it passes through 
the wood it carries with it the camphor. The vapour is then 
conducted by the pipe to a condenser containing several parti
tions filled with cold water ; in the sides of these partitions are 
apertures opening alternately, so that the vapour takes a cir
cuitous route, and in the passage the camphor is deposited 
in crystals upon the bamboo screens. From these screens the 
crystals can be readily removed, and they provide an efficient 
means for draining off the oil. The pr( cess is an ancient one, 
but it is so firmly adhered to by the n~tives and it suits the 
purpose so well that there appears to be a long future £or it. 
-(Laurinece) [29] 

OINNAMOMUM CASSIA, Bt.-The Cassia tree is a handsomQ tree, 
much like the Cinnamon tree, with somewhat similar, small, 
yellowish flowers, and leaves with three strongly marked nerves. 
It is a native of Cochin China 

Cassia Bark is similar to Cinnamon, but thicker. It has a 
stronger flavour, but less delicate. It is preferred, however, 
in Germany and Russia by chocolate makers. (Laurinew) [30] 

OINNAMOMUM ZEYLANICUM, Nees.-The Cinnamon tree, though 
small, is singularly beautiful, being one mass 0£ shining foliage. 
It is a native of Ceylon, where one variety grows in the forests 
even up to an elevation of 8,000 feet. 

Under cultivation t,he Cinnamon tree is cut low down and 
only 4 or 5 shoots allowed to spring up. When these are about 
2 years old and begin to turn brown, they are. cut and the peel 
carefully separated into "quills." The outer bark is scraped 
off; and the quills, placed one inside the other, form the Cin
namon of commerce. ( L au-rinem) [31 J 

CoccoLOBA uv1 FERA, J acq. -Native of the seashore of the West Indies 
and tropical America. A tree, with roundish, cordate leaves; 
flowers without petals, and hanging bunehes of dark-blue ber
ries, which are very astringent. Wood hard and takes a fine 
polish, used for fancy work. 

In Jamaica this species does not grow into a -very large tree 
as it does in Honduras. (Polygonacece) [208.J 

Cocos AUSTRALIS, Ma.rt.- is a native of south BraziL The fruit 
has a sweet edible pulp. (Palmw) [32.J 

Cocos BOTRY0PH0RA, Mart.-is a native of Brazil; growing along 
the banks of rivers in the forest. (Palmw) [32a~J (Pl. 3.) 

Cocos FLExuosA, Mart.-a native of Brazil, is a slender decorative 
palm, which can be planted in dry parts of the Island, like the 
Liguanea plain, as it withstands drought (Palmce) [33.] 



Cocos NtJCl'FERA, Linn.-The Ooco-nut Palm. "Toddy" i~ ob
tained from the flower · spathe just before it opens by sl:reing 
off the top, and c·ollecting the ·sap in ·a vessel, It has a pl~as
ant;-sweetish ta~ste, and in large d-oses is aperient: fermented 
it · is intoxicating. It can also be boiled do1wn into a coarse 
sugar)ca.lled '' jaggery" which is refined or fermented and di
stilled iilto spirits~ 
_ The young Coco-nut contains a sweet refreshing water, and 
jelly. The nut is generally harvested before it is perfectly 
mature. If the outer skip. dries on the· tree 'the fibre o'f the 
husk becomes coarse and dark in · colour, if too young ifis weak. 
Coco-nut cream is made by grating the kernel 'and squeezing 
the fluid fron:r · the finely divided material · throug1: muslin. 
The shell is carved and used for many purposes. The dried 
kernel 'is ·known as " kopra," and is· used for the preparation of 
oil, by expression or boiling. The solid fat is employed · in 
making candles; and the oil :for cookip.g, for lamps, as a su bsti
tute for cod liver oil, &c. The cake which is left, or :" poonac" 
is a good food '£or cattle and ·is also use& :as a manure: 

. The husk of the fruit yields coir-fibre. Aged-and un,fruitful 
trees are cut down and the wood isthr-ned to a variety of useful 
purposes; it is hard, handsome · and dn~rable, known under · the 
name of 'Porcupine Wood : it is used for ·veneering · The- hard 
stem is -c0nverted into drums, gutters, wat~r .. pipes, small boats, 
f, a mes, furniture, rafters for houses, spear shafts, -- shingles, 
walking sticks,-- ladies' wor~ boxes;· &c. The r0ot stem t~kes a 
high polish -so as ·'to re~emble agate.- · A:cuhic -foot weighs 70 
p~ouncl.s, .- and the - wooa ·· is - supposed te last 5-0 years. (Dr. J. 
Shortt). 

The m1anufacture ot butter from--the Coco-nut is of-consider
able importance, inasmuch ·as it is cheap; wholesome and per
fectly d·~gestible. Coco-nut butter does not afford a nutrient 
material _for micro-organisms, and -being a vegetable fat, th'ere 
is no risk _of ·infection. This manufactured butter is :free from 
fatty aeids, and even ··if left exposed ·to air for more than a week 
does not turn rancid excP,pt in _the top layer. Owing. to its 
high saponification degree, all adulteration is impossible. It 
was proved ~n the German Hospitals that food, even pastry, 
prepared wit~ this fat was eaten without any i~convenience. 

Coco-nut ·butter therefore meets al_l hygienic · requirements. 
It is far superior to animal fat and butter, as well as to any of 
their other substitutes, and :further, on account -of its perfect 
digestibility, it ·is well adapted for the use o:f patients suffering 
from ,impaired digestion·. (Palmm) [34] 

Cocos PLuMo·sA; Hook.-a native· o:f South ·Brazil, ' is, accordrllg to 
V.on 11\'.IueUer, one 'of the hardiest of . au palm·s. It is q1fek . of 



g:r;owtl}, . anp. part~qularly · ha~ds.ome. jn ~stat~re. The." somew~~t 
~l~n~er ~tern; ~ttaiµs a _height _.9£ ()O .feet . . T,h_is would .. b~ ~ g_ood 
decorative palm for the hills. (Patmce) [35] · 

OoEFEA 1'IBERICA, Hiern.-Liberian Coffee is a native of the 
_;west coast of .Africa on lands near _- the sea, an!f the loW- lyip.g 
hills stretching inland, whereas co~mon or Arabi~n Coffee 
comes originally from the • highlands of Abyssinia. ; It is a 
ve.ry robust -plant growing from 20 to 40 tfeet, an.d has larger 
flow,ers .and berries than ordinary ~offee. (Rubi"aue) [37] 

CoF~EA._ STEN(?PHYLLA, G. Don -The Highland Coffee QI ~ier_ra 
·Leone is an interesting plant, as being one of, t1=e two indige
no~s W,est _Afric~n sp~cies _ w h~ch ~n point of commercial v.alue, 

-it w~s once thought, might prove a ;rival of the Arabian coffee. 
The plant is an evergreen shr:.ub or small tree up to ~O feet 

·high_; the youngest leaf-shop i s are pink. Flowers la:r;ge, white, 
_one ~o one-an~-a-half ip.ch~s across the co~olla lobes.· -~erry 
·half-an-inch in diameter, globose. (Rubiacece) [207] 

Co~A VERA, Sqhrµ~-The Kola-nut or Biss,y is a inative-oi western 
tropical Afric~. It is tree from 30 to 60 ifeet. high, flourishing 

_-best in moist lapds from sea level up to 1,000 feet. 
From t~e c-0untry betw-een Sierra Leone and the ,Oongo they 

are ca~ried _to Gambia, where the merc.hants traq.ing _with tt4e 
interior, purchase and. dr-y them It is said that py the tjme 
the nuts reach the tribes who live farthest fi::oµi wh~re tjley 
grpw, th~y are w~rth their weight .in gold 

The nµts are reputed to clarify and re t der healthy .the .m0st 
foul. wate.r, and , to render tainted meat edible, and when chewed 

. ~ither fresh or as a 4ry powder ~nd the saliva swallowed, to be 
a sure pre~entive ag~inst dysentery. ·They are also said to ;be 
g~od for tp.e liver and to possess t4e property of , ena~lin.g per
sons eating them to undergo ,prolonged ~xe~-tion without 
fatigue. What enhances the value of kola-nuts is ,t}le fa0.t that 
citrate or caffeine-a medicine now much employed for the 
relief of se-a-sick~ess, ID:egrin;i.s, and other nervous. complaint.s
can be readily obtained from them, for the re~s,0,n that the 
nuts contain more caffeine than coffee berries, and in the kola
nut t~e caffeine is in the free or uncombined state. (St~rcu
~iacece) [38] 

CoLVILLEA RACEMOSA, Boj.-· is a near ~elation of Poinciana rggia, 
and like it, is a native qf Madagascar. It is ,a beautiful tree 
attaining a height of 40 or 50 £ee.t. The leaves are about 3 
feet long, deeply divided like a fern. The flowers are scarlet 
and the pods 6 inches long. This tree bears the nam_e of Sir 
Charles Colville, Governor of Mauritius when B<?jer discovered 
it in Madagascar. (Leguminosce) [39] 



CoPERNICIA CERIFERA, Mart.-The Wax Palm of Brazil belongs 
to a genus of palms named after t~e celebrated astronomer 
Copernicus. 

The stem is 20 to 40 feet high, adorned with the bases of 
the fall'en leaf-stalks ; arranged in beautiful spirals, and crowned 
by a perfect ball of fan-shaped leaves. 

The leaves are coated with a glaucous bloorn 0£ wax, which is 
obtained by shaking- the young leaves. The wax £alls off in 
the form of a whitish scaly powder to the amount of about 50 
grains from each lea£. It is exported to be made into wax 
candles, which retain the peculiar lemon-coloured tint 0£ the 
natural product. 

This palm forms immense forests, and is of great use to the 
-Brazilians. The trunk is very durable, and is employed for 
the £ramework of houses, £or cattle enclosures, and for other 
purposes where st-rength and lasting power are needed. A 
kind of meal is prepared from the inside of the upper portio~ 
0£ the stem. 

The leaves are used for thatch, pack-saddles, etc., and the 
young leaves are given to cattle as fodder in times of scarcitye 

The yellowish fruits are bitter to the taste, but are eaten, 
. either raw or boiled, by the Indians. ( P alrnce.) [ 40] 

CouROUPITA Gu1ANENs1s, .Aubl, the Cannon Ball tree, so-called 
from the size and shape of thP fruit The pulp is of a pleasant 
flavour, and the hard, wooden shells are used as drinking vessels, 
etc. The :flowers are large, whitish or rose coloured, £orming 
clusters on the trunk and branches. The stamens are remark
able; they cover a ring round the centre 0£ the flower; this 
ring is expanded on one side, the expansion is as broad as the 
ring, flat, and gradually turns over the centre, forming there 
a semi-globular hood, concealing the ovary, and covered on its 
inner surface also with stamens, which alone are fertile.
(Myrtacece) [41] 

CRoToN T1GLIUM, Linn.-The Groton Oil shrub 15 to 20 :feet 
high, is met with under cultivation throughout the greater 
pa.rt of India. 

The nuts yield an oil which is orange-yellow or sherry
coloured, 0£ the consistence 0£ Coco-nut oil, has a slight odour 
11 esembling that of jalap, and an acrid :flavour. This is a valu .. 
able medicinal oil, which is used as a drastic purgative, es
pecially when it is desired to act speedily and powfrtully, and 
when only a small volume of medicine can be administered.
(Euphorbiacem) [204 J 

C-icAs CIRCINALIS, Linn.-This singular looking plant is one of 
the so-called Sago Palms, but they are not l-ralms, and do n c~ t 
yield true Sago. 



The ~tem is encased in a kind of armour, formed of the hard 
persistent bases of the. leaves. There are no flowers in the 
ordinary sense of the word, but the seeds are borne on altered 
leaves which alternate in rings round the stems with the 
ordinary foliage leaves. These rings are clearly marked on 
this plant. 

An inferior kind of flour is made by the forest tribes of India 
:from the seeds by drying them in the sun, and then beating in 
a mortar. A. gummy substance which exudes :from the stem is 
used to promote suppuration. (Oycadaece) [42] (Pl. 2, 3, 9.) 

CYCAS REVOLUTA, Thitnb.-The Pine Palm of Ja pan grows slowly, 
and never reaches a greater height than 6 :feet. The stem is 
rich in stirch, which can be made into a kind of Sago, highly 
esteemed in Japan, and at one lime it was contrary to the laws to 
take the plant out of the country. (Oycadacem) [33] (Pl. 2, 9.) 

CYNOMETRA AMERICANA, Vog. -( Leguminosm) [177] 
DENDR0CALAMUS STRICTUS, Nees.-The solid or '' male" Bamboo 

is common throughout India, ascending to 3,000 feet altitude. 
The stems which attain a great height, are strong-, elastic, and 
nearly solid. · In the Central Provinces they ~re used as a 
substitute for timber, for rafters and battens, spear and lance 
shafts, walking st icJ{s, ploughman's driving sticks and spade .. 
handles, for the construction of strong fencing to resist wild 
animals, and a variety of other purposes. ( Gramineae) 

D1cTYOSPERMA RUB RUM, H. Wendt. ~ Dr-,,,de -A. handsome palm 
from the Mauritiu~. ( Palmce) [167] 

DILLENIA INDICA, Linn, is a round-headed; handsome tree, 60 feet 
high, with hard rough leaves 8 to l O inches long, and large 
showy flowers 6 inches across with white petals, and a mass of 
yellow stamens in the centre The true fruit which is about 3 
lnches in diameter, is composed of ·LO cells, arranged round an 
axis, each one with several seeds enveloped in a jelly-like pulp, 
the whole is covered round with the calyx-leaves which have 
become thick an l fleshy, forming a large heavy :fruit 6 inches 
in diameter. B ,,th :fruit and leaves are used in India for 
making curries and jellies. The acid juice of the fruit, mixed 
with sugar and water, forms an excellent cooling drink in 
fevers, and is also useful for cough mixture. The rough leaves 
are employed in the same way as sand-paper :for polishing. 
Both bark and leaves are t1striugent and are used medicinally. 
The timber is hard and durable, especially under wa I er. 
( Dilleniacce) [ 44 J 

D1osPYRos DISCOLOR, W illd.-The name "Ebony" is applied to. a 
black wood, which is hard and heavy. Wood of a high specific 
gravity, close-grained t;tnd black, is called Ebony, whatever· the 



tree may be which produces it. Ebony is however, yielded prin
cipally by species of Diospyros, natives of the East Indies and 
tropical Africa. Amongst these species is one, Diosyprds d1s
color, a native of the Philippine Islands. This tree grows to 

. about 40 feet high. The wood is at first of a dark flesh colour 
becoming in time of an exceedingly deep dark colour, very 
hard and compact. The reddish fruit known as ~1 abola, is 
edible, after removing the skin. The E bony of Jam jica and 
Cuba, (Brya ebenus), which is so common in the Liguanea 
Plains, in Clarendon, &c., is known in commerce as '' Coccus 
Wood". (Ebenacem) [ 45] · 

D .IOSPYROS EBENUM, Koen.-Ebony. A large tree native of India, 
Ceylon, and Malaya. The wood is grey, with irregularly
shaped masses of jet black ebony near the centre, frequentl.v 
with lighter coloured streaks. It is in great demand for orna
mental turnery, for inlaying in fancy articles, cabinrt work, 
and for the ke.ys in pianos, &c. This species yields the. best 
kind of ebony, generally jet-black, but sometimes slightly 
streaked with yellow or brown; it is very heavy, close, and 
even-grained, and stands a high polish ; unseasoned it weighs 
90-100 lbs. the cubic root, and 81 lbs. when seasoned, and has 
a sp. gr. 1 · 296. (Ebenacece) [222] 

D1osPYROS MONTAN A, Roxb.--A tree often spinose, met with in 
India and Ceylon It has a very hard strong wood, but except 
for cart poles, is not much used. The centre or heartwood, 
which is very small, is ebony of an inferior kind. (Ebenaeece) 
[223] 

DIPLOTHEMIUM CAUDESCENS, Mart.-is one of the palms whic~ 
inhabit the burning sandy sea-shores of Brazil. The fruit hangs 
in yellow bunches, just below the silvery under•surfaccs of the 
leaves, and the natives can easily refresh themselves with its 
sweet pulp, as the trunk does not attain any great height. 
( P al-mrE) [ 46] 

DrPTERYX ODORATA, W'illd.-is the tree which produces the Ton
quin or Tonka Bean. Although this tree belongs to the same 
family as the common bean, the fruit is almond-like with only 
one seed, _and is produced by a forest tree, 60 to 80 feet high, 
growing 1n the steamy atmosphere of the woods of Cayenne. 
When the leaves are fresh, they are fragrant with the perfume 
of new-mown hay~ Wh~n snuff was used, a bean was com
monly carried in the snuff-box for the sake of the agreeable 
fragrance it imparted. No greot commercial importance at
~aches to the Tonquin B~an, only a f~w _hund, ed weights being 
imported for the _extrac~10n _of the prmc~ple coumarine, used by 
perfumers as an mgred1ent m some fluid extracts; or they are 



ground for use in sachet powders. The beans are also used 
for placing in drawers with linen. (Leguminosce) [ 47] 

l)RAC~NA DRAco, Linn.-Dragon's Blood tree of Tener iffe. This 
tree derives its common name from a resinous exudation known 
in commerce as dragon's-blood. The resin has been found in 
the sepulchral caves or the Guanches, and has hence been sup
posed to have been used by them in embalming their dead. It 

_appears at one time to have for med a considerable branch of 
export from the Canaries, and has never wholly fallen into dis
use. ( Lil-iaceae) [156] 

DURIO ZIB ETHINCS. · ~--A large forest tree producing the celebrated 
Durian fruit of the Indian Archipelago. The fruit is either 

- globular or oval, and measures as much as 10 inche 1 in length; 
it has a thick, hard rind, entirely covered with very strong, 
sharp prickles, and is divided into five cells, each of which con
tains from one to £our seeds rather larger than pigeon's eggs, 
and completely enveloped in a firm luscious-looking cream .. 
coloured pulp, which is the edible portion of the fruit. 

This tree is very commonly cultivated throughout the Ma
layan Peninsula and Islands, where its fruit, during the period 
it is in season, forms the greatest part of the food of the natives. 

The flavour of the Durian is said to be perfectly unique; and 
it is also quite certain that no other fruit, either of tropical or 
temperate climes, combines in itself such a delicious flavour 
with such an abominably offensive odour-an odour commonly 
compared either with putrid animal matter, or with rotten 
onions. It might be supposed that a fruit possessing such an 
odour could never become a favouite; but it is ·said that when 
once the repugnance has been overcome, the Durian is sure to 
find favour, and that Europeans invariably become fond of it. 
(Malvaceae) [213] 

DYPSIS MADAGASCARIENs1s, Hort.-A handsome palm from Ivlada
gascar. (Palmm) [171] 

EL...;EIS GUINEENsrs, Jacq.-The Oil Palm of western Africa does 
not attain any great height, not more than 20 or 30 feet. 
The trunks are thick and are covered with the remains of the 
stalks of dead leave_s. Below the large tuft, of prickly-stalked 
leaves, are to be seen the dense heads of vermilion or yellowish 
fruits. 

The palm oil is obtained from the outer fleshy coating of the 
fruit, by boiling in water and skimming off the oil. It is of a 
bright orange•red colour, with the consistence of butter, and 
when quite fresh, has a pleasant odour like violets, It is ex
ported in immense quantities for the manufacture of candles 
and soap. (Palmm) [48]. 



ELLETTARIA OARDAMOMUM, Maton.-The cardamom plant is some
what like ginger, but the flower stalks grow out horizontally 
close to the ground. It grows abundantly, both wild and under ' 
cultivation, in the moist, shady mountain forests ori the Ma- · 
labar coast, at an elevation .of 2,500 to 5,000 feet above the sea. 

Cardamom seeds are an agreeable aromatic, often administer- · 
ed in conjunction with other medicines. As an ingredient in 
curry powder, they have also some use as a condiment. But the 
consumption in England is small in comparison with wbat it is 
in Russia, Sweden, Norway t1nd parts of Germany, where they 
are constantly employed as a spice for the flavouring of cakes. 
(Scitaminem) [ 49] 

. ENTADA scANDENs, Benth.-The Cacoon, has a thick, twisted stem, 
and branches which cover all the neighbouring trees. It is 
a native plant. It has a very large pod, often 3 feet long, 
and beans of corresponding size. The beans are sometimes 
picked up on the shores of the Orkney Islands, carrried thither 
by the Gul:f Stream. (Leguminosce) [50] 

ENTEROLOBIUM CYCL0CARPUM, Griseb.-Enterolobium is a genus 
closely allied to the Guango (Pith~colobium). They are natives 
of tropical America. The pod is broad, nearly circular, the stalk 
being situated in the centre of the circle, the position of the 
seeds being marked externally by regular undulations. (Legum
inosce) {2151 

ERYTHRINA MICR0PTERYX, Pcepp.-- Bois Immortel is one of the 
trees that are generally used in Trinidad as shade for Cocoa. 
Charles Kingsley, in his enthusiastic way, thus speaks of it in 
his account of a Cocoa plantation:-

" Imagine an orchard of nut-t,rees, with very large, long 
leaves. Each tree is trained to a single stem. Among them, 
at some twenty. yards apart, are the stems of a tree looking 

_ much like an ash, save that it is inclined to throw out broad 
spurs like a Ceiba. You look up, and see that they are Bois 
Immortels, fifty or sixty feet high, one blaze of vermillion 
against the blue sky. Those who have stood under a Lombardy 
poplar in early spring, and looked up at its buds and twigs, 
showing like pink coral against the blue sky, and have felt the 
beauty of the sight can imagine ·1aintly--blit only faintly
the beauty of these" Madres de Cacao," Cacao·mothers, as they 
call them here, because their shade is supposed to shelter the 
Cacao trees, while the dew collected by their leaves keeps the 
ground below always damp. (Leguminosce) [5 l J 

EuYTHROXYLON CocA, Lam.-is the plant which yields the well
known Cocaine. ·Mr. Clements Markham states that the 
coca-leaf is the great source of comfort and enjoyment to the 



Peruvian Indian; it is to him what betel is to the Hindu, 
kava to the South ~ea Islander, and tobacco to the rest of man
kind; but its use produces invigorating effects which are not . 
possessed by the other stimulants. · 

The coca plant ie cultivated between 5,000 and 6,000 feet 
above the level of the sea, in the warm valleys of the eastern 
slopes of tbe Andes, where almost the only variation of climate 
is from wet to dry, where frost is unknown, and where it rains 
more or less every month in the year. It is a shrub from four 
to six feet high, with lichens usually growing on the older 
trunks. (Linacew) [52] 

EucALYPTUS CITRIODORA, Hook.-Eucalyptus trees are valuable in 
districts where fever is prevalent. The roots to a great extent 
drain swampy land and their absorbent powers are assisted by 
the very abundant leaf. surface which enables the tree to pass 
the water off into the- atmosphere as healthy vapour. 

There are numerous species of Eucalyptu~ in Australia ( of · 
which country it is a native) adapted to various conditions of 
climate, soil, elevation, &c. (Myrtacem) [53] 

. ~UGENI.A. CARYOPHYLLATA, Thunb. --The Clove Tree is 30 or 40 
feet high when full-grown. The cloves of commerce are the 
unexpanded flower-buds, of which great numbers are produced 

At the end of the year the tree is covered with its _lovely 
crimson buds shown off by the background of dark green leaves. 
The buds are picked by hand as soon as they turn crimson and 
before opening. They Mre then dried in the sun. 

The form of the dried buds somewhat resembles a nail; the 
French call the spice Clou, the Spanish Olavo, whence the 
English name Glove. (Myrtacem) [54] 

EUGENIA MALACCENSIS, Li'nn.-The ot~heite or Malay Apple i1 

a very beautiful tree, especially when in flower-from May to 
September. The scarlet tassels of long stamens drop gradually 
as the flower expands, and carpet the ground with brilliant 
colouring. The fruit is the size of an apple, and is juicy 
though rather insipid; it is wholesome and is used principally 
for stews. ( Myrtace(JJ) [ 55] 

EuTERPE EDULIS, Mart.-The "Assai Palm," native of tropical 
America . (Palmce) L166J 

FARADAYA SPLENDIDA, F. Muell.-A tall woody climber, with 
funnel-shaped or tubular, white, showy flowers which are very 
fragrant. Native of Queensland. ( Verbenacem) [2301 

FLACOURTIA RAMONTCHI, L' Herit.-A small tree, native of 
Madagascar and India, producing a dark violet or black fruit 
about the size and shape of a plum, and having a sharp but 
sweet taste. (Bia:ine<e) [193] 



Ficus BENJAMINA, Linn.-The Willow Fig. A singuiarly fine 
shade tree with graceful drooping boughs. It is a native of , 
India and Burma. (Urticacace) [127] 

Frcus INDicA, Linn.-This tree is a native of Burma. It is 
. often called the ''Banyan", but the true Banyan is F·. Bengha

lensis. ( Urticacece) [128] 
Ficus RELIGI0sA, Linn.-The P'eepul tree is a large glabrous, 

usually epiphytic tree, found wild in India. 
The bark yields a tenacious milky juice which hardens into a 

a substance resembling Oaoutchouc. The juice is used as bird
lime. Lac is produced on the tree in India. It is there largely 
planted as an avenue and road-side tree. 

The peepul is believed to be inhabited by the sacred triad, 
Brahm.a, Vishnu, and Shiv. Vows are made to it, and it is wor
shipped. So sacred is it that none will destroy it, even when it -
grows on the crevices of walls and buildings, pulling down the 
strongest masonry. ( Urticacece.) [129 J 

Ficus RH0D0DENDRIFOLIA, Miq.-A large spreading tree. A 
native of India. (Urticacece.) [121] 

Ficus V OGELII, Miq.-This tree is stated to yield rubber in West 
Africa. The trees are tapped when about five years old by making 
slashes or incisions in the trunk, the juice is collected in vessels 
and the gum is separated :from the sap by the use of acids ; it 
is then made up into balls about the size of a large orange. 
The natives, in order to get. as large a yield of juice as possible, 
pollard the trees at a height of 10 to 12 feet and cut back the 
branches to prevent the strength of the plant being used up in 
growth. This causes a free and regular flow of sap. The cut
tings which are removed are easily propagated tind will grow 

· vigorously. 
The tree will grow near the sea at an elevation of 50 to 60 

feet above sea-level, but does not :flourish well in marshy ground. 
( Urticacece) [ 140 J 

FuNTUMIA ELASTICA, $tapf.-Lagos Silk Rubber. This is one of the 
African Rubber trees widely distributed from Sierra Leone to 
~he Gold Coast and beyond the mouths of the Niger to the 
Bight of Biafra. It is said to be one of the most beautiful 
trees in the forest, and from the ground it grows evenly in 
bulk and smoothly to the height of 60 to 70 feet. 

In the rainy season when full of milk, a tree well tapped is 
capable of producing from 10 to 15 lbs. of rubber, which is 
ls. per lb. on the spot if properly prepared, and ;ls. to 2s. 4d. 
in ~nglish markets if made into biscuit. 

This valuable rubber tree belongs to the same family as the 
Jamaican Milk Withe. (Apooynace<B) [20lj 



;:so 

GARCINIA INDICA. Ohoisy. ~Cocum or Kokam Butter~ Mangosteen 
_oil, Brindonia Tallow. A slender tree with drooping branches 
found on the Ghats of Koukam and Kanara. It bears a con
spicuous spherical purple fruit, the size of a small orange 
which ripens about April. The juice of the £ruit has long been 
employed as a mordant in south western India. A valuable 
oil, " Kokum Butter" is obtained from the Beeds of the fruit 
to the extent of about 60 per cent, The oil or butter as it is 
called, is, as a rule, extracted in the cool season, by one of three 
methods :-lst, Boiling process-ThA white kernel is pounded 
in a stone mortar. The pulp is put into a pan with water and 
boiled. After some· time it is poured out and allowed to cool. 
The oil which rises to the surface on cooling becomes gradually 
solid, and is roughly moulded by hand into egg-shaped balls 
or concavo-convex cakes. fnd, Churning process-The kernel 
is pounded as described above, and the pulp with some water 
is kept in a large vessel and allowed to settle for the night. 
During the night the oil rises to the surface and forms a white 
layer which is removed in the morning. Tbe mixture is then 
churned, and the oil, which, like butter, rises to the surface in 
a solid form, is removed by the hand. This process gives the 
best results and is most favourably performed in the cold sea
son. 3rd, Pressing process- In this process the kernels are 
pressed in an ordinary oil mill, like other oil seed, and the oil 
is extracted." 

In 1833 a wr1ter in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal described its employment medicinally by the natives, 
and advocated its trial by Europeans. It was adopted as offi.
cinal during the compilation of the Indian Pliarmacopceia in 

· 1868, and is now generally recognised as a solid oil of consid
erable value. The fruit has been long employed in south 
western India as a semi-medicinal article of diet. It is acid, 
slightly astringent, and is considered by native physicians to 
be superior to tamarind for the preparation of acidulous rlrinks. 
(Guttiferce) L144] 

GARCINIA MANGOSTANA, Linn.-The celebrated Mangosteen. 
Firrninger, states that " the cultivation of the Mangosteen in 
the open air, at least as high north as any part of Bengal, seems 
now pretty well decidfd to be impracticable. Plants have been 
repeatedly introduced into the gardens about Calcutta but have 
never been known to yield fruit." 

It is therefore very satisfactory that it has been success
fully grown in Jamaica. The tree grows to a height of 30 
or 40 feet, with simple elliptical pointed leaves, and dul1-red 
flowers, about the size of a wild rose. 

Dr. Abel, writing of the fruits of Batavia, says :-'' First in 



beauty and flavour was the celebrated Mangosteen. This 
which has been so often eulogised by travellers, certainly merits 
much of the prai.se that has been lavished upon it. It is of a 
spherical iorm, oi the size of a small orange. Its suc
culent rind is nearly the fourth of an inch in thickness. It 
contains a VPry powerful astringent juice, and in wet weather 
exudes a yellow gum, which is a variety of gamboge. On re
moving the rind its esculent substance appears in the form of a 
juicy pulp, having the whiteness and solubility of snow, and a 
refreshing delicate delicious flavour. To define it by more 
preci~e language is very difficult. We were all anxious to 
carry away with us some precise expre,sion of its qualities but 
after satisfying ourselves that it partook of the compound ta.ste 
of -the pine-apple and peach, we were obliged to confess that it 
had many other equally good, but utterly inexpressible fl.a-
vours " ( Guttijerre ) [ 56] 

GARCINIA MORELLA, Desrouss - The Gamboge tree grows most 
luxuriantly in dense jungles of Cambodia After the rainy 
season is over, the gam bn ge• collectors start for the forest in 
search of the trees, which in some localities are plentiful. 
Having found one of the full size, they make a spiral incision 
in the bark round half the circumference of the trunk, and tie 
below the cut a joint oi bamboo to receive the sap, which slow
ly exudes for some time. When it first issues from the tree it is 
a yellowish fluid, which after passing through a v·scid state 
hardens into the gamboge of commerce. Each tree yiPlds on 
an average in one season enough to fill 3 joints of bamboo 1½ 
inches in diameter. The tree appears to suffer no injury prq
vided the tapping is not more frequent than every other year. 
When the bamboo joints are full , after from 15 to 30 days, they 
are gradually rotated over a fire, until the gamboge is hard 
enough to allow oi the bamboo being stripped off. In Europe, 
gamboge is chiefly used for water-colour drawings; in Burma 
it is employed to dye silks; and by Hindus in Mysore as a pig
ment in making caste marks on the forehead. It is used medi
cinally in India in combina~ion with other purgatives. The 
timber is recommended £or cabinet-work. ( Guttiferce) [57] 

GELONIUM MULTIFL0RUM, A. Juss. A native of India and Malay. 
(Euphorbiacece) [143] 

GEoNOMA (OALYPTROGYNE) SwARTzii, Grlseb.-The long-thatch 
Palm of Jamaica. (Palmm) [158] 

GLORIOSA SUPERBA, Linn., is a very pretty climbing plant with 
strange looking flowers of a deep rich orange and red colour. 
It is a native of tropical Asia and Africa, and was introduced 
into England about 200 years ago. It belongs to t}le same 



family as the Lily, but in outward habit and appearance, is very 
different. The recurved, erect petals were likened by Linnreus 
to flames. The leaves are remarkable in having their elongated 
tips modified into tendrils. (Liliaoem) [58] 

<lRIAS CAULIFLORA, Linn.-Anchovy Pear, a slender tall, un
branched t 1 ee of the Myrtle family a taining the height of 40 
to 50 feet, terminated by a crown of smooth el_liptical leaves, 2 
to 3 feet in leng =h. Its cream-white flowers are produced on 
the stem below the leaves, and are succee --led by a larg fleshy 
fruit, of an elliptical ovate form, which in flavour much re
sembles the mango; while unripe it is marle into a pickle. It 
is a native of Jamaica and South America. (Myrtacece) [217] 

GYNOCARDIA ODORATA, R. Br.-This tree, a native of north-east 
India, yields the Chaulmugra Oil, which is expressed from the 
seeds. The oil has long been used by the natives of India for 
cutaneous diseases. During the past few years it has be~ome 
of some importance as a drug iri Europe, and is recommended 
as a remedy for leprosy, psoriasis, eczema, scrofula, pbthisis, 
lupus, marasmas, chronic rheumatism, and gout. l t is em
ployed both internally and externally (Bixinece) [607 

HERITIERA MACROPHYLLA, Watl.-A pyramidal tree with large 
handsome stalked entire alternate leaves of a silvery white 
underneath, this silvery appearance giving rise to the name of 
'Looking-glass tree,' sometimes applied to it. ( Sterculiaoem) 
[133] 

HETEROSPATHE ELATA. Schejf.-A very fine Palm; native of Am
boyna. (Palmce) [172] 

HEVEA BRASILIENSI~, M1-telt. Arg. -The be8t rubber is obtained 
from these trees, and as the province of Petra in Brazil is the 
chief source <i f it, the name applied to it in commerce is Para 
Rubber. 

The trees are 60 feet high before rubber is collected from 
them. The mode 0£ collectin ~ is to make deep gashes into the 
bark, and stick cups of clay beneath the incisions to catch the 
milky juice. Coagulation of the rubber from the milk is 
eff2cted by heating thin layers of it on a p~ddle-shaped mould 
over the hot smoke of a fire made of palm nuts When a 
sufficient 1 hickness has been obtained, the rubber is cut and 
taker: off the 1nould. ( Euphorbiacece.) [61] 

HEVEA SPRUCEAN A, Muetl . .A.rg. --This is one of the trees that 
yield Para Rubber,. 

The scene presented by an encampment 0£ caoutchouc col
lectors is described by Clements Markham as extremely 
picturesque. Their huts are lightly built among the trees, and 
round them tower the majestic mosqueteiro p~lms and the lofty 



Bertholletia (yielding Brazil nuts), while in front is the gleam-
ing river with its sunny sandbanks. From the huts narrow 
paths lead through the dense underground, cut by the axe of 
the seringuerio to the lonely caoutchouc trees. The collector 
makes small holes in the bark, to which the tubes of clay are 
fixed, which l~ad the milk into barn boo receptacles; going from 
tree to tree he collects these barn boos, and on his return to the 
hut the contents are poured into the carapace of a large tort ise. 
The milk is then subjected to the process of smoking without de
lay, for if left standing too long the resin separatt!S In this pro
cess the milk is subjected to the smoke of the urucuy or nuts of 
the Attalea excelsa palm . .An iron pot without a bottom, and with 

· a narrow neck like a bottle, is placed so as to form a chimney 
ove! a heap of th~se burning nuts, and the white st.eam rises in 
masses through the narrow opening. The seringueiro pour~ a 
small quantity of the white fluid, of 1 he consistency of thick 
milk, from a calabash over a light wooden shovel, as evenly as 
possible, and then rapidly thrusts it into the white steam. The 
milk soon takes a greyish-yellow colour, and becomes firm. 
Then they add layer upon layer, until the cuoutchouc on each 
side of the shovel is about 8 inches thick, The plancha or slab 
is then finished, taken off the shovel by cutting down one side, 

· and hung up in the sun to dry, as there is a good deal of water 
betweeu the la} ers. ( Euph0rbiacem) [62] 

H1B1scus ELATus, Sw.-Mountain Mahoe, a native of Jamaica 
and Cuba, reHches a height of 50 to 60 feet. The timber is 
valuable, especially to cabinet-makers; it has the appearance 
of dark-green variegated marble. The fibres of the bark make 
good ropes. The lace-like inner bark wus at one time known 
as Cuba bast,. from its being used as the material for tying 
round bundles of Hu vana cigars. ( Malvacece) [63] 

HIPPOMANE 1\11 ANCINELLA, Linn.-The Manchineel tree has ac 
quired as bad a reputation as the U pas tree for its poisonous and 
hurtful properties. There is no doubt that its milky juice is 
very acrid, causing ten1 porary blindness d it gets into the eyes, 
and some persons suffer great pain from incautiously touching 
it. (EuphorbiacPCE.) [64] 

HYDNOCARPUS VENENATA, Gaertn. (If. INEBRIANS, Vahl) A 
large tree, native of ( 'eylon, and of the ~'l<tlabar c, ast of India. 
Its fruit, which is very poisonous, is u\:ed by the natives for 
intoxicating fish, but the fish thus t aken, are not fit for human 
food. ~n oil obtained from the se· ds is used by the native 
doctors as a cure for leprosy and -other cutaneous complaints. 
(Bixinece) 

HYDRIASTELE WENDLANDIANA, H. Wendl. & Drude.-A hand
some Palm from trnpical Australia. (Palmm) [168] 



HYOPHORBE AMARICAULIS, Mart.-A curious Palm from Round 
Island (Mauritius group.) (Palmce) [162] 

HYOPHORBE VERSCHAFFELTIA, H. Wendl.-A Palm from Mada
gascar. (Palmm) [165] (Pl. 10.) 

lMBRICARIA MAXIMA, Po-i-r.-Native of Bourbon, Mauritius, &c. 
The fruits are edible. (Sapotaoece) [ L3.0J 

JACARANDA FILICIFOLIA, D. Don.-· A beautiful tree, leafless at 
time of flowering; :flo .v ers of a beautiful blue colour produced 
in great profusion. Native of tropical South America. (Big-
now,:acece) [ 176] 

KIGELIA PINNATA, DO. -The "Cucumber tree." A tree, 10 to 
35 ft. high. Flowers handsome Flowering and fruiting 
racemes pendulous; ripe fruit 18 to 20 inches long by 2½ to 3 
in. in transverse diameter. Native of tropical .Africa. (Big
noniacem) L 138. J 

LAGERSTRCEMIA FLos-REGINJE, Rets.-(Queen's Flower), when in 
blossom, is one of the most showy trees of the Indian forests. 
A moist, damp clnnate is most suitable for its growth and for 
the full development of its magenta or rose-coloured blossoms. 
It flowers from May to August . It reaches a height of 50 ft. 
The timber is blood red, and as it lasts well in water, it is used for 
boat building In Burmah, it is employed more than any other 
timber except teak, £or a variety of purposes, but it soon decays 
u~der ground. The astringent roots have been used as a 
remedy for thrush; the bark and leaves ure purgative. (Lytkra-
riece) [66] · 

LANDoLPHIA FLORIDA, Benth., is the chief source of Mozambique 
rubber and L. Petersiana is also a source of the East African 
supply, African rubber is furnished by several species of the 
genus Landolphia. Woody climbers 0£ the natural order Apo
cynacece [218] 

LATANIA CoMMERSONII, J. F. Gmel.-A palm, a native of the 
Mauritius and Bourbon. (Patm(E.) [159 J 

LECYTHIS ZABUCAJo, ..Aubl.-Sapucaia nuts, the seeds of this 
tree -are nearly allied to the common Brazil nuts, but they have 
a better flavour They have a corky shelL and are enclosed in 
a large urn-shaped seed-vessel abt)Ut 6 inches across with a lid 
at the top. When the seeds are ripe the lids fall away, and 
the seeds are scattered; whereas, the seed-vessel of the Brazil 
nuts (Bertholleti ,~) has no lid, and must be broken open with an 
axe to get at the nutsu The trees grow to a height of 81J feet iu 
their native forests in Brazil. (Myrtacem) [67] 

. ·L1cuALA PELTATA, R0xb. -The "Ohattah-pat" palm of the people 
of Assam has large round leaves which are 1Used by the natives 
to make thei:r '' chattah" or umbrella /hat. (Palmte) .[68] 



L1cuALA SPINOSA, Thunb.-A palm, a native of Malaya. (PalmCE) 
[152] 

LIQUIDAMBAR sTYRACIFLUA, Linn.-Sweet Gum. A large Ameri
can tree extending· from Connecticut and Illinois southward to 
Mexico and G-uatemala. The resin exudes either from natural 
fissures, or from incisions. (Hamamelidece) [112] 

L1v1sTONA AUSTRALIS, Mart.--This is one of the few palms indi
genous to Australia; where it attains a height of 80 nr 100 feet. 
It has large fan-shap rd leaves, which in the unexpanded con~ 
dition are made into hats after preparation by scalding and then 
drying in the shade. The ·' cabbage" is used as food in the 
same way as that of the Cabbage Palm in the West Indies 
(Palm~) [29] (Pl. 8.) 

LIVISTONA CHINENSIS, R. Br., is a decorative Fan Palm, which 
will suit the higher elevations of the island. In its native 
country, China and Japan, the hairy stem.-covering is used for 
fixing lime plaster to buildings. ( Palmce) · [70] (PL 11, 16.) 

LonoICEA SECHELLARUM, Labill.-The Coco-de mer, or double 
coco-nut. This extraordinary palm, the fruit of which, found 
floating on the waves of the Indian Ocean, or washed up on the 
shores of Ceylon and the Maldives , was known for centuries 
before the tree itself, grows in one or two small islands only of 
the Seychelies group, where it is now protected; its growth is 
extremely slow, a single leaf being annually sent up. As this 
palm attains frequently a height of 100 feet, it must live to a 
vast age. The nut takes ten years to ripen, and the seed 
(which is the largest known) a year or longer to germinate. 

The correct name of this interesting Palm is LonoicEA 
· CALLIPYGE, Comm., but it is so generally known under the 

synonym L. Sechellarum, that, in order to avoid possible con
fusion, it was thought better to quote the latter name at the 
heading of this note. (Palmce) [211] 

LoNCHOCARPUS CYANESCENS, Benth. -The Yoruba Indigo of west 
. tropical Africa is used in its native country to produce a deep 

blue, very permanent · when fixed with potash. The leaves are 
gathered young, powdered in a mortar into a black pasty state,· 
made into balls the size of two fists, and then dried. In dye
ing, one ball is used to a gallon of water, and the cloth is left 
four days in the dye. (Leguminsoce) [71 J 

MAMMEA AMERICANA, Linn.-- Native of West Indies and tropical 
America. A spreading tree, 40 to 60 feet high; leaves simple, 
opposite; flowers large, white, fragrant; fruit larger than an 
orange, russet-brown. Wood remarkably durable, well adapted 
for house building, posts and piles; stands damp. It is 
beautifully grained and is used for fancy work. The Gum is 



applied to extract jiggers: '' dissolved in lime-juice, it destroys 
maggots in sores at a single dressing; and an infusion of the 
bark is astringent, and is useful to strengthen the recent cica-
trices of sores." 

A liqueur has been obtained by distillatior; from the flowers 
infused ;n spirits of wine. known in Martinique by the name of 
'' Oreme des Creoles." 

Fruit ot a sweetish, somewhat aromatic taste, and of a. 
peculiar odour. ( Guttiferm) [175] · 

MANICARIA SACCIFERA, Gaertn.-The Bussu Palm of the tidal 
swamps of the Amazon, has a stem from l O to 15 feet· high, 
and leaves often 30 feet long and 4 or 5 ieet wide. The rigid 
leaves which are the largest undivided leaves of any palm, form 
an excellent, thatch, lasting for 10 or 12 years '' An Indian 
will ofte ,i take a week's voyage in order to get a canoe-load of 
the leaves to cover his house. The spathe, too, is much valued 
by the Indian, :furnishing him with an excellent and durable 
cloth. Taken off entire, it forms bags in which he keeps the 
the red paint for his toilet or the silk cotton for his arrows, or 
he even stretches out the larger ones to make himself a cap, 
cunningly woven by nature without seam or joining. When 
cut open longitudinally and pressed flat, it is used to preserve 
his delicate feat ~ er ornaments and gala dresses, which are kept 
in a chest of plaited palm leaves, between layers of the smooth 
'bussu' clotb." (A.. R. Wallace.) (Palmm) 1_72J 

MANIHOT GLAZ1ov11, Muell. Arg.-Ceara Rubber is yielded by 
this tree, a native of a dry arid region in Brazil, where it is 
obtained by paring off the outer surface of the bark to a height 
of 5 feet The milky juice exudes slowly, and after some days 
it is pulled off in strings and rolled up into balls. (Eupkorbiacem) 

MARAGOGIPE OoFFEE.-This is a large-growing variety of Arabian 
Coffee (Coffea arabica, Linn.) found in Brazil. It is large and 
vigorous looking, having, at first sight, much of the habit of 
Liberian Coffee. The leaves though fully twice the size of those 
of Arabian Coffee, have, however, the pap0ry texture and the 
undulating character distinguishing that species. The flowers 
also, are the flowers of 0. arabfoa, and so are the cherries, 
except in size. The latter are netuly an inch long, red and soft 
when ripe with a silky, smooth surface and a very small propor
tion of pulp. The charta:ceous integument known as the 
"parchment skin," is thin as in Arabian Coffee, and not hard 
and horny as in Liberian Coffee. The cleaned beans, before 

. drying, form fully 30 per cent. by weight of the cherries, and 
in this respect Maragogipe Coffee is certainly very promising. 
(Rubiacere) [206] 



M ARANTl\. ARUNDINACEA, Linn.-Arrowroot is the name given to 
the starch extracted from the tuberous roots of certain plants. 
In Jamaica, ther are two plants used for the purpose, Maranta 
arundinacea and Vanna edulis, which latter is sometimes called 
'' Spanish Arrowroot " 

Maranta belongs to the ginger family anrl has yellowish 
white flowers. Oanna is one of the plants often known as 
"Indian Shot," and has red flowers. Shoots are taken from 

. the old roots, and planted during May, in holes about 2 feet 
apart every way. When the leaves fade, in about a year's time 
from planting, the roots are dried, and carefully washed. The 
outer skin is rernoved and the roots again washed. 'rhe roots 
are then grated, or pounded in wooden mo rtars, or crus hed "be
tween rollers. The pulp is put into clear water, and very 
thoroughly mixed up by stirring This process separates the 
starch grains from the fibrous portion which is removed by 
straining through sieves of progressiye fineness The water 
containing the starch grains, is all•>wed to settle, when the water 
is run off. To obtai q the finest article, the -washings are 
repeated several times, and all contamination avoided with 
dust, &c, or even iron in the water. The starch is dried on 
calico trays in the sun, and packed in cases as soon as possible. 
The fibrous refuse is good feeding £or pigs. About l00lbs. of 
arrowroot may be obtained from 4 barrels of cleaned roots; and · 
from 25 to 30 barrels from the acre. (Scitaminer;e ) [74] 

MAURITIA FLEXUOSA, Linn . . /.-The ~ta Palm. Charles Kingsley, 
in his very interesting book, "At Last," speaks of this palm, 
as he saw it growing in the forests 0£ 'rrinidad: -

'' The forest ended. and a scene opened before us which made 
me understand the admiration which Humboldt and other tra
vellers have expressed at the far vaster savannas 0£ the Oroonoco. 

"A large sheet of grey green grass, bordered by the forest 
wall, as far as the eye could see, and dotted with low bushes, 
weltered in mirage ; while stretching out into it, some half a 
mile off, a grey promontory into a green sea,-was an object 
which filled me with more awe and admiration than any thing 
which I had seen in the Island. 

'' It was a wood of Moriche palms; like a Greek temple, 
many hundred yards in length, and, as I guessed, nearly a 
hundred feet in height; and like a Greek temple, ending ab
ruptly at its full height. The grey columns, perfectly straight 
and parallel, supported a dark roof of leaves, grey underneath, 
and reflecting above from their broad fans, sheets of pale glit
tering light. Such serenity 0£ grandeur I never saw in any 

,1/ group of trees ; and when we rode up to it and tethered our 
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horses in its shade, it seemed to me almost irreverent not to 
kneel and worsl;iip in that temple not made with hands. 

"The short, smooth columns of the Moriches towered around 
us till as we looked through the 'pillared shade,' the eye was 
Io·st in the green abysses of the forest. Overhead their great 
fan leaves form a groined roof, compared with which that of 
St. Mary Redcliff, or even of King's College, is as clumsy as 
all man's works are beside the works of God ." 

Humboldt describes them thus:-" In the season of inunda
tions these clumps ·of M auritia, with their leaves in the form 
of a fan, have the appearance of a forest rising from the bosom 
of the waters. The navigator in proceeding along the channels 
of the delta of the Oroonoco at night, sees with surprise the 
summit of the palm-treeA illumined by large fires. These are 
the habitations of the Guuraons, which are suspended from the 
trunks of the trees These tribt s hang up mats in the air, 
which they fill with earth, and kindle 011 a layer of moist clay 
the fire t,tcessary for their hous.ehold wa11ts. They have owed 
their liberty and their political independence for ages to the 
quaking and swampy soil, which they pass over in the time <1f 
drought, and on which they alone know how to walk in securit.y 
to their solitude in the delta of the Oroonoco, to their abode on 
the trees. The M auritia palm-tree, the t1 ee Q/ life of the mis
sionaries, not only affords the Guaraons a t afe dwelling during 
the risings of the Oruonoco, but its shelly fruit, its faririllceous 
pith, its juice abounding in saccharine matter, and the fibres 
of its leaf stalks, furnish them with food, wine, und thread 
proper :for making cords and weaving hammocks It is 
curious to observe jn the lowest degree o1 human civilization 
the existence of a whole tribe depending on 0110 single species 
of palm tree, similar to those insects which feed on one and the 
same flower or on one and the samP part of a plant." 

A. R. Wallace goes into more detail as rega1ds the uses of 
this palm :-'• The leaves, fruit and stem o:£ this tree are all 
useiul to the natives of the interior The leaf-stalks are applied 
to the same purposes as the Jupati, (Raphia tcedigera). The 
epidermis of the leaves furnishes the material of which the 
string for hammocks, and cordage for a var.ier y of purposes, is 
made. The unopened leaves forrn a thick pointed column rising 
from the very centre of the crown of foilage. This is cut down, 
and by a little shaking the tender leaflets ft11l apart. Each one 
is then skilfully stripped of its outer covering, a thin riband
like pellicle of a pale yellow colour which shrivt'ls up almost 
into a thread. Thtse a1-e then tied in bundles and 'dried and 
are afterwards twisted by rolling on the breast or thigh into 
string, or with the fingers into thicker cords. The articLj 



most commonly made from it is the'' rerie," or netted hammock, 
which is the almost universal bed of the native tribes of the l 

Amazon. These are formed by doubling the string over two 
rods or poles about six or seven feet apart, till they are forty 
or· fifty parallel threads, which are then secured at intervals 
of about a foot by cross strings twisted and tied on to every 
longitudinal one. A strong cord is then pa~sed through the 
loop formed by all the strings brought together at each end, 
by which the hammock is hung up a few feet from the ground 
and in this open net the nHked Indian sl~eps beside his fire as 
comfortably as we do in our beds of down. 

"Other tribes twist the strings together in a complicated 
manner so that the hammock is more elastic, and the Brazilians 
have introduced a variety of improvements by using a kind of 
knitting ne, die producing a closer web, or by a large wooden 
frame with rollers, on which they weave in a rude manner with 
a woof and weft as in a regular loom Th~y also dye the string 
of m.any brilliant colours whic b they work in symmetrical 
patterns, making the redes or '' maqueiras" -as they are there 
called, among the gayest articles of furniture to be seen in a 
Brazilian house on the Amazon . 

"From the fruits a favourite Indian beverag'3 is produced. 
They are soaked in water till they begin to ferm nt, arid the 
scales and pulpy matter soften and can be easily rubbed off in 
water. When strained through a sieve, it is ready for use, 
and has a slight acid taste and a peculiar flavour of the fruit at 
first rather disagreeable to European palates." (Palmce) [75] 
(Pl. 2, 9.) 

MAXIMILIAN A MARTIAN A, Karst.-This Palm, when full grown, 
has a lofty stem, with leaves 50ft. long. The large woody 
spathes which covers the ) oung flowering branch, are used as 
baskets, cradles, and even to boil meat in. It grows in the 
drier forests of Brazil. ( Palmce) [767 

MEsUA FERREA, L1·nn.-Th~ Naghas tree of the Hindoos is every 
. where cultivated in India for the beauty and fragrance of the 

flowers, the delicate colouring of the young leaves, and the ex
cellent shade afforded by the leafy branches, The flowers are 
dried and use_rl for sachets; and also in medicin8l preparations, 
as they are astringent and stomachic, besides imparting a per
fume. The oil expressed from the dried kernel of the seeds is 
applied as an embrocati ,n for rheumatism, etc. The wood is 
one of the Iron Woods, extremely hard, heavy, and difficult to 
work, and µroof against white ants. The Hindoo legend tells 
how one of the five arrows 0£ Kamadeva, the Indian Cupid, is 
tipped with the wood 0£ the Naghas. ( Guttijerea;) [77] 



MicHELIA OHAMPACA, Linn.-The Champaca tree is a nHtive of 
Iudia, and is commonly cultivated throughout that country. It 
is sacred to Vishnu, and is therefore planted near Hindu tem
ples, the sweet-scented flowt-rs being offered at the shrines. 

The timber can be used for furniture and building, and the 
bark is bitter and aromatic. 

Medicinally the flowers are said to be the cheapest, common
est and most useful drug in India, prescribed in dyspepsia, 
nausea and fever. Tbey are of a yellow colour, and are used 
by the native women to adorn their 'dark hair. 

The exquisite perfume of the flowers is a lluded to by 
Shelley:-

" The wandering airs they faint 
On the dark, the silent stream

The Champac odours fall 
Like sweet thoughts in a dream." 

-(Magnoliacem.) [78] 
M~MUSOPS ELENGI, Linn.-A n evergreen tree, frequently culti

vated in India, wild in the Deccan and Malay Peninsulao It 
is cultivated for its ornamental appearance, and its fragrant 
flowers. 1he latter are valued for making garlands, are some
times used for stuffing pillows and the atter distilled from them 
is esteemed as a perfume. From the seeds a fixed oil is obtained 
by expression, which is used for culinary purposes, for burning 
and for medicin~. 

The wood is close and even grained, pinkish to reddish
brown in colour, and takes a good polish. · It is used in house
building, for cart shafts and cabinet-work, and i~ said to last £or 
fifty years.- (Sapotacece) [1:15] 

l\tl ONSTERA DELICIOSA, Liebrn. -A Mexican species which has a 
succulent fruit, with luscious pine apple flavour, but it contains 1 

numerous minute hairs which irritate the throat, so that few 
people can eat the fruit with comfort. • (Aroi"dem). [155] 

MusA ENSETE, Gmel.-Abyssi.o.i~n Bananrl . Native name ''En
sete." Native of mountuins of Abyssinia to the hills of Equa
torial Africa ; southward of Victoria N yanza Lake. The 
largest known banana. It was discovered by the traveller 
Bruce and is remarkable as being represented on ancient Egyp
tian sculptures. Plants growing in the cool climate of the 
Blue Mountains at 5.000 feet have leaves 20 feet long; the 
stem about 8 feet in circumference at the base, with a height 
of 30 feet. This species is well adapted for sub-tropical 
countries such as California, Florida, Algeria, and Canary 
Islands, and is often put out for the summer in the London 
Parks. When established in sheltered situations, it is a very 
ornamental plant having a noble and majestic habit. The 



fruit is useless for purposes of food, but in Abyssinia the centre \. 
of the stem is sometimes eaten. As the plant produces no off
sets and perishes aft_er fruiting, it is propagated entirely from 
seed. (Scitaminece) [211 J 

M usA SAPIENTUM, Linn.-Banana, or Sweet Plantain. This is 
the sweet fruit used without cooking ; it has various names in 
different parts of the world. The old voyagers called it " bo
nano." In the time of Roxburgh the Hindu name for the ba
na~a was " kulla~" Usually among Europeans in India the \ 
word "plantain" is used in a general sense for both the banana ' 
and plantain. Latterly, however, even in India, a distinction 
has been made in regard to the size and delicacy of the fruit, 
the small being the banana and the large the plantain. The 
Spaniards 0£ tropical America call the banana " bacove," '' ba
coo ba," or" pacooba"; while in other Spanish countries varieties 
ofthebananasareknownas"cambur"or'' camburi," or" platc:1no r 

guineo." The English in the West Indi_es call the small and 
delicate bananas " fig bananas," or simply '' figs." The 
French call the banana '' bananes de sages" 01· "figue banane." 
In the Malay Archipelago, pisang always translated '' plan
tain," is used for both bananas and plantains. The variety 
know~ as ''pisang maas" or the golden pisang, appears to come 
nearest to the banana as known elsewhere. -( Scitami~nece.) 

MYRISTICA FRAGRANS, Routt. The nutmeg. The most famous 
nutmeg gardens in the world are in Banda, one of the Spice 
Islands of the East Indies. Dr. H. 0. Forbes in his '' N atu
ralist's Wanderings," gives an interestio g picture of Banda 
and its nutmeg groves. 

" A sail of two nights and a day brought us to Banda. 
" We walked through the town, c:1nd, wandering up the 

heights by a path overgrown with lycopods and ferns, we pres
ently found ourselves under a delightfully shady canopy of 
tall kanary trees, and among the groves of nutmeg of w h1ch 
Banda is the :famous garden. Quite a picturl sque object in 
the wood was a boy busy gathering the fruit into a neat creel 
with a jointed pole like a fishing-rod, nipping off the stalk of 
the ripe nuts by two claw-like prongs with which the tip of his 
:rod was armed, when they dropped into a little basket-like 
cage worked to the stem a few inches below. He came and 
showed us his basket full of beautiful fruit in its pale yellow 
shell, half of which is left on, in which was nestling the dark 
brown nut embroidered with its deep lake mace. 

"Further on we came on on~ of the plantation houses, where 
a large number of :rµen and women were peeling the mace, dry
ing it in the sun, and packing both in boxes. These cases a're 
all made of one size1 carefully finished and caulked, and form 



as delightful an article of cargo as could be wished. None bnt 
a trade de luxe would befit an island so ornate and so wonder
fully situated as Banda. Its produce, grown in beautiful 
bowers, is gathered up round its umbrageous shores in long 
gaudily-painted canoes and in whose preparation or shipment 
not one hand-soiling operation is required ; its atmosphere is 
charged with aromatic exhalations, its wharfs and streets are 
the picture of tidiness, and the very water that laps its coral 
shores is brighter and purer than almost any where else in the 
world. (Myristicece) [80] [Pl. l.J 

M YROXYLON TOLUIFERUM, H. B. g1 K.-The Balsam of Tolu pos
sesses similar properties to those of the Balsam of Peru. The 
tree from which it is extracted grows to a height of 80 feet, 
nearly double that of the other balsam tree. It is a native of 
New Grenada. The mode of collecting is to make V-shaped 
cuts in the bark to the wood, when the balsam exudes and 
collects in a CEilabash placed at the bottom of the cut The 
collection goes on from July to March. ( Leguminos~). [81 J 

NAPOLEONA IMPERIALIS, Beauv.-This is a small tree, native of 
western tropical Africa. The structure of the flower is interesting. 
'fhe corolla consists of three rows : the outer is of a rich claret 
colour with a cream or apricot-coloured margin; it is divided 
into 5 lobes, ea.eh lobe with 6 or 7 ribs, spreading from the base 
like a fan; as it expands, it bends outwards, concealing the 
calyx. The next row is so·mewhat like the '' crown" of the 
passion flower, consisting of a number of whitish threads tipped 
with pink. The third and innermost row is cup-shaped with 
the margin bent inwards and divided into numerous pinkish 
teeth. Within this, come t.he stamens, about 20 in number, 
cream-coloured with the points of a pale claret colour. The 
fruit is soft, somewhat like a pomegranate ; the rind contains 
so much tannin that a kind of ink is made from it in Africa. 
( Myrtacece ). [83] 

N ECTANDRA Ron11E1, Hook.-The Greenheart or Bibiri tree of 
British. Guiana, is a large tree sixty or seventy feet high, fre
quently without branches for the first fifty feet, the trunk 
b t ing between two and three feet in diameter and covered with 
an ash-coloured bark, which, under the name of Bibiru bark, is 
used medicinally as a tonic and febrifuge, its properties being 
due to the presence of an uncrystallizable alkaloid, found like
wise in the seeds. These latter, however are more remarkable 
for containing upwards of fifty per cent . of starch, which the 
Indians mix with rotten wood, and make into a bitter, disagree• 
able kind of bread. The most valuable part of the tree is its 
timber, large quantities of which, are regularly exported .£or 
shipbuilding purposts, its great strength and durability,' to-



gether with the long lengths in which it is obtainable, render
ing it well suited for beams, planking-, and similar purposes; 
and its reputation is so high that _ it_ is placed in the first or 
twelve-year class in Lloyd's list of shipbuilding woods, though 
it is by no means free from the attacks of the ship-worm, or 
of the fungi which are such a fertile cause of decay in ships' 
timbers. (Laurinem ). [198] 

NEPHELIUM LAPPACEUM, Linn -A tall tree of the Malay Penin
sula, where it is known under the names of Ra1nhoutan, or 
Ramboateen. There are several varieties in cultivation. Culti
vated £or its edible pulpy aril. ( Sapindacece ). [145] 

NEPHELIU.M LrT-CHI, Oamb.-The Litchi tree is a native of South 
China, and was first known in Pekin in the third century of our 
era. It was introduced into Bengal in the 18th century, and 
is now, on account of its delicious fruit, cultivated in India 
almost a~ extensively as the mango The fruits are at their 
best when just picked, when they look like bright pinkish 
strawberries, and the pulp is then deliciously bitter-sweet. 
The edible portion is the serai-transparent jelly-liiie pulp or 
'aril' which envelopes the seed, an~ is enclosed by a thin red
dish brittle shell. The dried fruit is exported to Europe. but 
in this state bears no resemblance to the fresh berry. ( Sapin
dacem ). [84] 

NoRANTEA GurANENs1s, Aubl.-A beautiful, vigorous-growing 
climber. It is an epiphyte, the red branches throwing out 
numerous roots which support the plant on trees near w hi~h it 
has _established itself. The flowers are violet, on long spi~es, 
with large bladdery or cucullate, scarlet bracts. 

Native 0£ Trinidad, Guiana, and Brazil . ( Ternstrmniiacem). 
[1] 

OLEA EUR0P.2EA Linn.-The oliveiscultivatedforthe olive-oil and 
for pickling olives. The best oil is obtained by passing th~ ripe 
fruit through a mill which bruises the flesh but does not crack 
the stones. The mass is then put into bags under a screw
press. Inferior qualities of oil are the result of boiling the 
cake- obt~ined thus from the press, and again pressing it. The 
pickling olives are unripe fruit rendered less bitter by soaking 
in water to which lime and wood-ashes are sometimes added, 
and then boiling in salt-and-water flavoured with aromatics. 
The wood is used by cabinet-makers. ( Oteacece) [85]. 

ONCOBA SPINOSA.,Forsk.-Ahandsome, white-flowered, spiny bush, 
from Arabia. (Bixinem) [183] 

ONCOSPERMA FASCICULATUM, Thu.-An elegant Palm from Ceylon. 
(Palmm). fl61] 



0REODOXA REGIA, H. B . ~ K. - "The American Palms/' says See
man, "may be said to have been anxious to appear to the best 
advantage, when they were about to form the acquaintance of 
those who were about to seek a new world in the west. They 
placed on the very threshold of their native country several 
representatives, which, in elegance and majesty of form, are 
equalled by few, and surpassed by scarcely any of the whole order 
of palms. Even ere the anxious voyager has set his foot on shore, 
he has already perceived t.heir graceful foliage fluttering in the 
breeze, and waving, as it were, a hearty welcome to the newly
arriving stranger. Since the time when Columbus first dis
covered the West Indian Isles to the present day, these palms 
have been seen and admired by all who possess an eye for the 
beautiful " 

The palms referred to are the Royal Palm of Cuba (Oreodoxa 
regia) and the Cabbage Palm of the West Indies ( Oreodoxa 
oleracea.) (Palmce). [86] 

PACHIRA AQUATICA, A.ubl~-A. tree with large . handsome flowers, 
belonging to the same family as the Silk Cotton tree and the 
M aboe. It is a native of tropical South America and some of 
the West Indian Islands, Some of the species yield good fibre 
from the bark. ( Malvacece). [87] 

PACHIRA BARRIGON, Seem -The wool of the seeds is used in 
Panama to stuff p11lows, cushions, &c, and the bark affords a 
useful fibre. (Malvacem). [118] 

PACHIRA INSIGNIS, Savign.-A handsome tree, native of M(-lxico, 
and some of the West Indian Islands. ( M alva~em) G [148] 

PANDANUS SP.-One of the two simple-leaved genera of Panda
nacece, and the principal genus of the order. It is distinguished 
by its male and female flowers being always on separate plants. 
There are a considerable number of species which are confined" 
to the eastern hemisphere, and a very large proportion of them 
to the Islands of the Indian Archipelago. Pandanacece. [169] 

PANDANUS UTILIS, Bory.-The screw Pines are so-called from the 
way in which their pine-like leaves grow in _ spiral--fashion. 
They are nearly related to the Palms, and are remarkable for 
the way in which roots are put out from the stem. · The tender 
tip of a root is protected in pushing through the soil by a ~ap, 
and this root cap is very large and evident in the Screw Pines. 
When the roots reach the ground, they serve not only as feeders 
for the plant, but they also help to support it. 

This species is a native of Madagascar, and is commonly 
planted in Mauritius for the sake of its leaves, "which are em
ployed for the purpose of package-bags for the transportation 
of co:ff ee, sugar and grain from one place to another, and. for 



exportation. The preparation- of the leaves for working into 
matting is simple and short. As soon as gathered, the spines 
on their edges and dorsal nerve are stripped off, and the leaves 
divided into slips of the breadth proper for the use they are 
required for."-(Hardwicke.) ( Pandanacece ). [89] 

PANDANus VANDERMEESCHII, Balf. f.-A native of Madagascar. 
(Pandanacem). [170] 

PARKIA RoxBURGHII, G. Don.-An erect tree 40 to 60 feet high, 
native of India and Malaya. The -flowers are produced in dense 
heads with stalks 1 to l½ feet long. The pods attain a fo·ot or 
more in length, and each contains a number of seeds enveloped 
in a farinaceous pulp. (Leguminosae). [ 115] 

PHCENIX RUPICOLA, T. .A nders.-A very hand some Palm from 
Sikkim Himalaya, also found in Assam and the Mishmi Hills. 
(Palmw). [164] 

PHYLLANTHUS EMBLICA, Linn.--A native of India . The seeds 
are given internally as a cooling remedy 1.n bilious affections 
and nausea, and in infusion make a good .drink in fevers. They 
are also used in diabetes. Infusion of the leaves is applied to 
sore eyes. Bark of the root mixed with honey is applied to 
aphthous inflammations of the mouth. The bark of the tree 
itself is astringent, and is used for tanning purposes. It is 
medicinally u~ed in diarrhcea. The fruit is occasionally pickled, 
or preserved in sugar. When dry, it is said to be gently laxa
tive. In the latter state the decoction is employed in fevers, 
and mixed with sugar, and drunk in vertigo. The young 
leaves mixed with sour milk are given by the natives in dysen
tery. In Travancore the natives put the young branches into 
the wells to impart a pleasant flavour to the water, especially 
if it be impure from the accumulation of vegetable matter or 
other causes. Antiscorbutic virtues have been attributed to the 
fruit, which are known as the Myrobatani Embtici. The 
flowers are employed by the Hindoo <;I.actors for their supposed 
refrigerant and aperient qualities. The bark partakes of the 
astringency of the fruit,. The tree yields a valuable timber. 
(Buphorbiacece). [ L3~ J 

PaYLLARTHRON COMORENSE, D. 0.-N ative of Madagascar, Mauri- · 
tius, etc. In Mauritius the fruit is used for jellies, and is also 
sought after much by birds. (Bignoniacece). [194] 

PHYTELEPHAS MICROCARPA, Ruiz~ Pavon.-The Vegetable Ivory 
of commerce is the hard white seed of this plant, which is a 
kind of palm with a trunk more or less recumbent. The hard 
woody iruit i~ as large as a man's head. The seeds when quite 
young, contain a clear water used by travellers to quench their 
thirst, afterwards this liquid becomes milky and sweet, and fi-
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nally chunges into a sub~tance as hard and as white as i vory. 
(Palmce)~ [90] 

FIMENTA ACRIS, Wight (more accurately Amomis caryophyllata 
Kr. & Urb.)-Wild Clove, Wild Cinnamon, Bay-berry. 
A tree of 30 to 40 feet high, of great beauty and elegance of 
growth, and the polished foliage is very fragrant. It grows in 
most of the West Indian Islands, and also occurs on the 
mainland of Venezuela. It has been introduced into India 
where itis cultivated. 

The leaves have a sweet aromatic smell, resembling cinnamo n ; 
they are agreeably astringent, and therefore useful in s·1uces. 

The dried leaves are distilled, and the " Bay-oil" is mixed 
with rum to form "Bay !tum". (See Bulletin of the Botanical 
Department, Dec, 18~1, and March 1892.) 

Bay Rum is o_fficial in the Pharmacopooia of the United 
States. It is used as a refreshing perfume in faintness, nervous 
headache, and other nervous affections. It is also employed by 
the perfumer in the preparation of hair-washes, &c. The 
aromatic berries, resembling cloves, are used in cooking. The 
wood is of a reddish colour; it is hard and heavy, and capable 
of being highly polished It is used for cogs of mill-wheels. 
(Myrtaceae). [119 & 119] 

PIMENTA 0FFICINALis, Lindl.-Pimento, Allspice. Native of 
West Indies and tropical America yielding the well-known 
Jamaica Allspice. A tree 00 feet high, with a very smooth, 
light grey bark. 

The young stems are made into walking sticks and umbrella 
handles. 

A valuable close-grained wood. Diameter of the tree up to 
one :foot. (JJ!Iyrtacece). [203] 

P1Nus MAssoNIAN A, D. Don.-This tree, the "Black Pine" is 
more or less common all over Japan and (Jhina. It is a valley 
plant, and is frequently to be found stauding about the marshy 
rice fields, attaining a height of 40 or 50 feet, but becoming a 
me 1 e shrub at an elevation of 3,500 feet, on the more exposed 
sides of the mou, jtains. 

The Japanese call it "Red Pine'' on account of its red · coloured 
timber; "Black Pine" from its sombre appearance when old. 
The Chinese app -y the term "Black Pine'' on account of its 
dark green appearance; and "Common Pine" from its abun
dance. ( Conif erce). [190] 

P1sc1n1A ERYTHRINA, Linn.-Dogwood. Native of the West 
Indies, and tropical America. Found at low elevations, 



growing to a height of 40 :feet with a diameter of 2 .feet, witk 
pinnate leaves; flowers whitish with a purplish -tinge ; pod 
with longitudinal wings. 

Bark of the root used medicinallv. It is an intense narcotic 
al 

· and relieves toothache when placed in the hollow of carious a 
teeth. The tincture is often used in the United States instead 
of opium. Bark of the stem used to· intoxicate fish, by pound
ing it up and throwirig it into 1 he deep part of the stream. A 
decoction of the bark cures tbe mange in dogs. 

The wood is very useful, tough and elastic, much used £or 
felloes of wheels and for cart and carriage frames and other 
work requiring a tough wood. (Leguminosce) [124] 

PtTHECOLOBIUM BERTERIANUM, Benth.-A handsome tree with, , 
:fragrant, white flowers. Native of Jamaica, .Cuba, Sto Domingo, t 

and Central America. It is a valuable timber tree. (Legumi-
nosm). [2~0] 

PonocARPus ELONGATA, L' Herit,--Cape Yellow Wood. This is a 
much larger tree than any other in Ca.pe Colony.. The wood 
has been used in very ~arge quantities.for beams, planks, floor
ing boards and similar purposes in the forest. It is a sister 
species of our native Y acca 

The wood, when well selected and properly seasoned, should 
be of a light yellow colour and a straight even grain. Ooni
ferm). llll] 

PosoQUERIA LONGIFLORA, Aubl.-Remarkable for its very long 
white hanging flowers, the corolla of which is funnel-shaped, 
with a very long tube. The generic name is a modification of -
the native name applied to P. longiflora in Guiana. (Rubiacer;e) • . 
[191] 

Ps1n1uM CATTLEIANUM, &bine-The purple guava, though ori- . 
ginally brought to Europe from China, is a native of Brazil. , 
It has smooth round bre1nchlets, smooth leathery leaves, and . 
short one-flowered stalks. The fruits which are produced in 
great abundance, and are readily distinguished from the com
mon guav~s by their deep claret-coloured pitted rind, are filled 
with a juicy pale flesh of a very agreeable acid-sweet flavour. 
(Myrtacece). [12:t] 

PTE ROCARPUS DRACO( Linn.-This is the Dragon's Blood tree 
of the West Indies. There are several plants known in dif
ferent parts of the world as Dragon's Blood, but this one is a 
native of Jamaica, a tree about DO feet high. The common 
11ame is derived from the fact that when incisions are made in 
the b1,r k, droµs of red sap ooze out which flow slowly down the 
bark and gradually harden. 

Jacquin states that formerly this red resin was imported 
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from Car~agena to Spain as " Sangre de Dragon." He also 
says th_at the bark, wood, and leaves are full of an astringent 
sap, and that the inhabitants use the bark of the trunk and 
root £or cleaning the teeth. It grows in Jamaica., Guadaloupe, 
Trinidad, and in Central and l'T orthern South America. 

The tree has -compound leaves, somewhat like the common 
cedar; yellow pea-like flowers, half an inch long; and a flat 
rounded pod, containing one set d. (Leguminosm). [91 J 

PTJi,ROCARPUS IND1cus, Willd,-A large and lofty tree found 
in Burma &nd the Andaman Islands. The gum might be 
la~gely utilised as a substitute for true kino. The heartwood 
is dark-red, close-grained. with a slight aromatic scent. It is 
durable and not attacked by white ants. When thoroughly 
seasoned it is almost unaffected by alternate dryness and moist
ure of the atmosphere. . It seasons well, works well, and takes 
a very fine polish. It is used for furniture, carts, -gun-carri
ages, and other purposes, and is said to be the most useful 
wood in the Andamans, where it grows to an enormous size. 
(.Legumino~m) . [185] 

1 

PTEROSPERMUM ACERIFOLIUM, Willd.-A tall tree found in the 
sub-Himalayan tract as far east as Burma. 

The wood is occa~ ionally used for planking in Bengal, and 
it is said to take a fine p, lisb, and to be suitable for making 
furniture. ( Sterculiacece). [ 215] 

FTEROSPERMDM LANCEJEFOLIUM, Roxb.-A. large tree of the sub
Himalayan tract from the J umna eastwards and of Eastern 
Bengal down to Chittagong. Wood reddish, rnod~rately hard~ 
(Sterculiacece). [186] 

QuASSIA AMARA, Linn.--The wood is the original Quassia from 
$urinarn which acquired reputation as a drug. When the 
demand exceeded the supply, it was found that a native tree 
of Jamaica ( Picr~na excelsa) "vas of equal value, which is known 
as Jamaica Quassia or Bitter Wood. (Simarubacece). [92] 

RANDIA MACULATA, D. 0.,-A shrub 10 to 15 feet high, is a 
native of Africa. It is nearly related to Gardenia, and in fact 
it is often called in gardens Gardenia Sta-nleyana. The 
flowers are fragrant and coloured white spotted inside with 
purple. ( Rubiacece). [93] 

RAPHIA RuFFIA, Mart.-The Raphia Palm grows in brackish 
swamps in lVIadagascar. The trunk :s not large but the pinnate 
leaves are often 50 feet in l~ngth. The Raphia fibre prepared 
from this Palm is quoted at 40/ per cwt. The fruit spikes are 3 
feet long hanging down from amongst the leaves and weigh
ing as much as 200 or 300 lbs. The fruits as large, as eg!!s, 
are covered with shining overlapping scales. (/Jatmce). [9!] 



RAPHIA TlEDTGERA, }f rirt The J upati Palm, says Mr. Wa',lace, is of 
one of the most striking of the mal).y noble Palms which grow 
on the rich alluvium of the Am_azon. Its comparatively short 
stem enables us fully to appreciate the enormous size 0£ its 
leaves, which are at the sH rne time equally remarkable for their 
elegant form. They rise nearly vertically from the s_tem and 
bend out on every side in graceful curves forming a magnifi
ceHt plume seventy feet in height and forty in diameter. The 
stem does not generally exceed six or eight feet in height, and 
is about a foot in diameter, clothed for some distance down 
with the persistent sheathing bases of the leaf-stalks and the 
~umerous spinous processes which proceed from them. 

The leaf-stalk of this tree is most extensively· useful. It is 
often twelve or fifteen feet long below the first leaflets, and 
:f,,ur or five inches in diameter, perfectly straight and cylin
drical. When dried, it almost equals the quill of a bird for 
strength and lightness, owing to its thin hard outer covering 
and soft internal pith. But it is too valuable to the Indian 
for him to use it en tire. He splits off the smooth glossy rind 
in perfectly straight strips, and makes baskets and window 
blinds. The remaining part is of a consistence between pith 
and wood, and is split up into laths about half an inch thick and 
serves for a variety of purposes. Window shutters, boxes, 
bird cages, partitions and even entire houses are constructed of 
it. In the little village of N azare near Para, many houses of 
this kind may be seen in which all the walls are of this ma
terial, supported by a few posts at the angles and fastened to
gether with pegs and slender creepers. The hand may b \ easily 
pushed through one of these walls, but as the inhabitants do 
not trouble themselves with the possession of any article worth 
stealing, they sleep as composeJly as if stone walls and iron 
bolts shut them in with all the security of a more advanced 
civilisation. The same material is also used for stoppers for 
bottles. (Palmre). [95] 

RAVENALA MADAGASCARIENSIS, Sonner.-The Traveller's Tree of 
Madaga~car is one of the most beautiful and s_triking members 
of the Banana family. At the top of the trunk the upper 
leave~ are in two rowe with long stalks, arra;ng d like an en
ormous fan. As the wild pines of Jamaica hold water, which 
is sometimes of service to hunters in the woods, so the shea h 
of the leaf-stalks of the Traveller's Tree, store up water for the 
plants'-own needs, and each one pierced from below, will yield 
the thirsty traveller half.a-pint, or so, of refreshing water. The 
blades of the leaves are used for thatch. The flowers are in
dividually much like those of the Banana, but they are ~up
ported by large bracts arranged in two rows along the stalk. 



The ~-eeds are edible, and are cover -.- d with a blue pu py matter, 
which yields an essential oil. (Scitaminef13). [96] 

RHAPIS FLABELLIF0RMIS, Ait.-The Ground Rattan is a low
growing palm with a number of reed-like stems growing seve
ral toge t ber in dense tufts. It is a native of China and 
J aptt n. 

The stems are very slender, and are made use of for various 
purposes. They are however quite distinct from the Rattan 

ane. It is an excellent plant for table decorations and will 
stand the climate of the hills. ( Palmce) . [97] 

RHoDOLEIA OHAMPIO NI, Hook.-A beautiful shrub or small tree 
native of the Island of Hong Ko i, g, remarkable for the flower, 
heads being surrounded by several rows 0£ imbricated bracts, 
whilst the bright pink petals of all the five or six flowers 
of the head are arranged round the circumference, giving- it 
the appearance of ~ Camellia. (Hamametidef13). [227] 

SABAL ADANSONI, Guerns.-The dwarf Palmetto. Native of the 
southern United States. (Palmru). [153] 

SABAL BLACKBURNIANA, Glazebrook. -W. Indies. This is the Bull 
Thatch Palm. The leaves , re used for thatching; and hats, 
baskets, brooms, &c., are made from the leaf-fibres. ( Palm~). 
[ 151) 

SABAL PALMETTO, Lodd.-The Palmetto of the southern United 
States has gained renown in two wars. The stems are ex
tremely tough and during the War of Independence they were 
usPd with great success for making stockades. Renee the 
Palmetto was introduced into the arms of South Carolina, 
and on the breaking out of the Civil War the Palmetto flag 
became a party emblem. · 

The stPms attain a height of 40 feet ; they are almost im
perishable under water, not being attacked by the teredo, and 
are thert> tore of the greatest utility fnr making wharves. 

The leaves of the Palmetto and also those of the Dwarf Pal
metto (Sabal.A.dansonl) ofthesam.e region are used for plaiting 
into light and durable hats, (Palmce). [98] 

SAMADERA INDICA, Gaertn.-This tre.e is the source of the Niepa 
Bark of Commerce. It is 30 to 35 feet high, f ,> und in India 
and Ceylon. 

The bark is of a pale yellow colour; it contains a bitter prin
ciple called Samade,·'in, has a taste like quassia, and is used as a 
febrifuge. An infusion of the wood is taken as a general tonic. 

The root as well as the oil expressed from the seeds is used 
medicinally. The oil is said to form a good local application 
in rheumatism. The bruised seeds are externally applied in 
erysipelas, (Simarubece). [188] 



SAPINDUS MARGINATus, D. 0.-The genus Sapindus is found in 
both hemispheres, mostly within the limits of the tropics. 
The fruits are fleshy externally and do not open when ripe. 
Those ·of several species are acrid, and are called soap-berries, 
from their being sometimes used in the tropics us a substitute 
for soap, their outer covering or shellcontaining a saponaceous 
principle (saponine) in sufficient abundance to produce a lather 
with water . 

Their excessively hard, round, black seeds are used :for 
making rosaries, necklaces, bracelets, buttons, &c. (Sapindacece). 

_ [ 141] 

SARACA INDICA, Linn.-The Asoka._ A low erect tree of India, 
Ceylon and Malaya. 

-A decoction of the bark. in milk is much used by native 
physicians in uterine affections. 

The Asoka is one ot the sacred trees of the H indoos which 
they are ordered to worship. Its flowe rs, pr-obably on account 
of their beauty and the delicacy of their perfume, which in the 
months of April and May is exhaled throughout the night, 
are much used in temple decoration. The tree is a symbol of 
Love, and is dedicated to Kama, the Hindu God of Love. 
Like the Agnus Uastus it is believed to have a certain charm 
in preserving chastity. (Legumi1~osw). [226] 

SARCOCEPHALUs ESCULENTUs, Afzel.-This small tree is a native 
of Upper Guinea. Its fruit, known as the Sierra Leone 
Peach, is really a union of small fruits as-the Pine-Apple is. 
The fragrant flowers are small, half an inch long, of a white 
pale pink or yellowish colour, and are crowded together into 
heads of about two inches in diameter. The edible fruit is 
thought by some to resemble the apple in flavour. (Rubiacece). 
[150] 

SEMECARPUs ANACARDIUM, Linn. f.-The Marking Nut Tree of 
India. The juice of the nut is used for marking cotton 
clothes; it is mixed with a little quicklime and water as a 
mordant. But it is so acrid in its nature, that care has to 
be taken in its use. It is also employed as a dye, colouring a 
greyish-black. It is, however, applied in India by the natives 
for rheumatism and sprains, for warts, and in scrofulous erup
tions This tree is related to the Cashew, but the receptacle 
(the Cashew fruit) is small in the Marking Nut Tree. (A.na
cardiacere). [ l 00] 

SIMABA CEDRON, Planch.-A small tree, native of New Grenada, 
which bears a fruit about the size of a swan's egg, containing 
one seed. The Cedron of commerce, which looks like a blanched 
almond, but is larger, is the kernel of the fruit. 
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A~ a remedy for the bites of serpents, it appears to have 
been known to the inhabitants from time immemorial, and was 
first reported as deserving o.f ' notice in 1699, but it was not till 
very recently that anything certain was known either of the 
seed or its uses. Part of its reputation is owing to its febri
£ugal powers in interittent fever, it being successfully 
prescribed in that disease by the physicians of New Gre
nada, a country abounding in forests 0£ Cinchona trees; 
but it principally rests upon its efficacy as an .antidote for 
the bites or snakes, scorpions, and other noxious animals, 
it being universally believed tha't its application will neutralise 
the poison even of the most dangerous among them. When a 
bite has been received, a small quantity mixed with water is 
applied to the wound, and a bout two grains scraped into 
brandy or into water, is ~iven internally. The active prin
ciple on which the medicinal qualities 0£ the Oedron depend 
has been separated by M. Lecoy, who has named it Oedrine . 
Every part of the plant, but especially tbe seed, is, owing 
to _its presence, intensely bitter. (Simarubece). [229] 

SMILAX PAPYRACEA, Duham. -S.arsa~arilla. Native of tropica 1 
America. A large pere nnial climber, with large rootstock ; 
which gives off numerous roots 6 to K feet long; leaves afoot 
long cordate ; flowers small and inconspicuous. 

Roots are the official part of the plant. Sarsaparilla is al
terat_ive, tonic, diaphoretic, and _ diuretic. Emploved in syphil
itic affections, in chronic forms of rheumatism, gout, scrofu
lous affections, and skin diseases. (Li'liacero) [~16] 

SPATHODEA CAMPANULATA, Beauv.-Grows to a height of kO feet 
at Castleton. The branches do not spread, but the mass of 
rich orange-coloured flowers gives it a most attractive appear 
ance. ( Bigno niaoem). [ 102 J 

STERCULIA ALArA, Roxb.-A tall tree a native of India and 
Burma. The wood is generally light, soft, often spongy 

· ( Sterc·uliacer,e). [ 126] 
STEREOSPERMUM CHELONOIDES, D. 0.-.A. large deciduous tree, 

burk brown, wood hard, grey, no heartwood . Native of India · 
and Burma. (Bignoniaoem). [131] 

STEVENSONIA GRANDIFOLIA, F. Duncan.-A splendid Palm from 
the Seychelles. (Palmm). [174] 

STRYCHNOS Nux-voMICA, Linn.-'l'he seeds of this tree are known 
as N ux-vomica. They are flat and nearly round, and are 
bitter to the taste from c >ntaining three poisonous alkaloids, 
strgchnia, brucia, and igasuria. The first of them is a very 
active poison, but possesses valuable tonic or stimulant proper,. 
ties.. (Loganiacece). [103] 



Sw1ETENIA MAHAGONI, Linn. - Mahogany Native of Jamaica, 
Cuba, Bahamas and Central America. A lofty graceful tree; 
leaves pinnate; flow t.) rs sm~ll, greenish-yellow; seed-vessel 
opening by 5 valves from the base; and seeds :flat, winged 

Wood, handsome, durable, much used in general build
ing and for furniture and ornamental work 

Bark astringent; used for diarrhooa by boiling an ounce of 
bruised bark in two pints of water down to one hal£. Bark of 
bo°:ghs, a good bitter Hild febrifu ge. (Meliace(E ). [114] 

TABERNlEMONTANA LONGIFLORA, Benih. -A robust elegant shrub 
with w · ite flowers and ililky juice, native of Sierra Leone. 
(Apocynacece ). [137] 

TEcToNA GRANDI~, Linn . . /.-This, the_ Teak Tree, is a native . 
of • central and south India, and Burma. It does not grow 
near the c )ast, but on lo \v hills up to 3,000 feet, an essential . 
being perfect drainagt· . As a timber its commercial value 
ranks next to ~I ahogany. "The sap wood is white and . 
sma ll; the heartwood when cut green has a pleasant and 
strong aromatic fragrance and a beautiful dark golden 
yellow colour, which on seasoning soon darkens into brown 
mottled with darker streaks The timber retains its fragrance 
to a grea t, age, the charact ristic odour being apparent when
ever a fresh cut is made. It is moderately hard, exceedingly 
durable and strong, does not split, crack, warp, shrink, or alter 
its ·shape when once seasoned, works easily and takes a good 
polish. It seems to require an annual rainfall of 30 inches, 
but to thrive best with trom 50 inches to l~O in0hes mean an
nual rtlinfall."-(Gamble.) (Verbenacere). [104J 

TERMINALIA ARJUNA, Bedd.-The Arjun tree is a native of 
India and Ceylon. The bark is astringent; it is given medi-_ 
cinally in heart diseases, contusions, &c., and is used in dyeing 
to produce a light brown Khaki eolour. (Oornbretacem). [105] 

THEOBROMA CACAO, Linn.-This genus is named from the 
Greek words theos 'god' and broma ' food,' in consequEnce of 
the well known Cocoa or Chocolate being the produce of its 
seeds. 

A.s an article of food, cocoa is exceedingly valuable, from the 
large amount of nutritive matter it contains; but as a refresh
ing beverage it is much inferior to either tea or coffee, owing 
to the large amount (50 per CPnt.) of fat which it contains, and 
also to the fact that the whole of the substance is taken into 
the stomach, while with tea or coffee only an infusion is drunk. 
It contains a peculiar principle, which is called tk~obromine. 
( Sterculiacele). 
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'FHRSPESlA POPULNEA, S()la.nd.-The Tulip Tree. A moderate
sized evergreen tree, found along the sea-shore in the tro
pics generally. The bark yields a strong fibre, employed in 
the rough state, for tying bundles. In Burma it is said to be 
used for cordage. The sap-wood is soft, pale reddish to brown, 
with small dark-col<>ured, hard heartwood ; weight 50 lbs per 
cubic foot. It is strong, even-grained a rid durable, and is used 
in India for making gun-stocks, carts, carriages, and furniture; 
in Burma for carts, wheel-spokes, furniture, and purposes of 
carpentry generally 

The 'fulip Tree is largely planted in India in gardens and 
along roadsides to give shade. (Malvacece). [221] 

THRINAX PARVIFLORA, Sw -The Royal Palmetto, or Palmetto 
Thatch Palm, is a n~tive of Jamaica, Florida, and Central 
America. The ~tem is .very slender, and sometim ,) s attains a 
height of 40 feet. The fibr0 affords material tor ropes. (Palmce ). 
[106] 

TRACHYLOBIUM VERRUcosuM, Oli,v.- One of the Copal trees. Tropi
cal Africa. Copal is a hard resinous substance resembling am
ber, a natural exudation from certain tropical trees. It is also 
called Gum Anime. Copal is yielded by trees now growing; 
but the greatest quantity is found in the sand in localities 
where no trees now exist, but the remains of insects and even 
leaves and flower~ found embedded in the resin are ~u:fficient 
evidence to prove that it is the produce 0£ trPes that once grew 
where l he resin is now found. ( Leguminosce). [ 134] 

VANILLA PLANIFOLIA, Andr. -Vanilla. Native of tropical 
America. A climbing orchid, with pale yellowish green 
flowers, and a long pod; these pods, gathered before they art~ 
quite ripe and cured, form Vanilla of corn merce. 

Vanilla is used in perfumery, ·and for flavouring chocolate 
liqueurs . &c. (Orchidece) [2U5] 

VERSCHAFFELTIA SPLENDlDA, H. Wendl .-A very handsome, 
spiny Palm. producing aerial root~ like a Pandanus. Native 
of the Seychelles ( l!almm). [ 163] 

VICTORIA REG IA, Lindl -The Victoria regia is certainly the 
queen of ail water lilies, but in the narrow confines of the tank 
at Castleton, 1t is unable to exp ,nd to its full size' and b, auty. 

Sir Robert Schomburgh discovered this lily in British Guiana, 
and gave the following uceount t~ the R ,yal Geographical 
Society:- · 

"It was on the I st of January, 1837, while contending with 
the. difficulties that nature interposed in different forms, tq stem 
our progress up the river Berbice that we arrived at a part where 
the river expanded and formed a currentless basin. Some object 



on the southern extremity of this basin attracted my attention, 
and I was unable to form an idea what itcould be; but, animat
ing the crew to jncrease the rate of their paddling, we soon 

came opposite the object which had raised my curiosity, and 
behold, a vegetable wonder! All calamities were forgotten, I _ 
was a botanistJ and felt myselt rewarded! There were gigantic 
leaves, five to six feet across, flat with a broad rim, lighter green 
atove and vivid crimson below, floating upon the water; while 
in chari cter with the wonderful foliage, I saw luxuriant flowers, 
each consisting of numerous petals, passing in alternate tints, 
from pure w bite to rose and pink. The sn1ooth water was 
covered with the blossoms, and as I rowed from one to the 
other, I always found something new to admire. The flower- · 
stalk is an inch thick near the calyx and studded with elastic . 
prickles, about three-quarters of an inch long. When expand- , 
ded, the four-leaved calyx mehsures a foot in diameter, but is 
concealed by the expansion of the hundreq.-petaled corclla. This 
beautiful flower when it first unfolds is white with a pink 
centre ; the colour spreads as the bloom increases in age; and, 

. at a clay old the whole is rose--coloured. As if to add to the 
eh a.rm 0£ thi~ noble Water-Lily, it diffuses a sweet scent. As 
in the case of others in the same -tribe, the petals and stamens 
pass gradually into each other, and many petaloid leaves may 
be observed having vestiges of an anther. The seeds -are 
numerous and imbedded in a spongy substance. Ascending 
the river, we found this plant frequently, and the higher we 
advanced, the more gigantic did the specimens become; one 
leaf we measured was six feet five inches in diamet9r, the rim 
five inches and a half high and the flowers a foot and a quarter 
across." (Nymphceacece) [107] · 

WoRMIA BuRBIDGEI, Hook.-Flowers showy, pale golden-yellow.· 
Natire of North Borneo. (Dilleniaoece). [117] 

ZAMIA INTEGRI.FOLIA,Ait.-A native of dry se l coasts in Jamaica, 
is represented by a specimen at the base of the Moriche Palm• 
It is nearly allied to Oycas, and also yields starch. ( Gycadace(E). 
[108] . 

ZINGIBER OFFICINALE, Rasooe.-Ginger is the dried root-stock of · 
Zingiber _oificinale, a plant with leafy stems, 3 or 4 feet high, 
distinct flowering stems 6 to 12 inches high with small, yellow 
and purple flowers in a cone-like head. 

Small pieces or protuberance~ of the root-stock 1 or 2 inches 
long are pla~ted during March or April. 4 inches deep and 9 to 
12 inches apart. It is well to cover the land with a mulching of 
dead leaves, weeds, straw, or litter, mixed with manure. In a 
few montbs the whole ground will be covered. The flowers 
uppear in September. When the stalks wither in the following 



January or February, it is time to dig uP the roots. When the 
tubers have become mature, and have put forth s r ems, they are 
fibrous; but before this takes place, while they are still succu
lent, and the young stalks are no more than 5 or 6 inches long, 
they should be taken up ·for preserving. Ginger is an exhaust
ing crop on the s()il, and should not be planted in the same 
ground two consecut.i ve years. 

Jamaica Gin i er of commerce is prepared from the best and 
soundest roots, by scraping off the outer dark-coloured part., 
and then carefully drying without boiling. c. Preserved Ginger" 
is made from the young- tubers, which are scalded, washe·i in 
cold water, and then peeled. The roots are then covered with 
a wettk syrup, and left for two days . 'rhe syrup is then poured 
off, and replaced by a stronger syrup, and this is repeated two 
or three 1 imes, until the syrup is thick, and the ginger bright 
and nearly transparent. The yield per acre is said to be 4,000 
lbs. and upwards. (Z,ngiberacem) [109] 

~ IZYPHUS J UJUBA, Lam.-A small tree, the '' Jujube" wild and ex
tensively cultivated throu.~ hout the tropics of the Old World. 

'rhe unripe fruit is piekled ; the rip · pulp is dried, mixed 
with salt and tamarinds, to form a condiment; the kernels are 
also eaten. The leaves are a good iodder for cattle and goats, 
and are al~o largely used as food £or t11tsar silk-worms. in cer
tain parts of the North- West Himalaya; the cacoons of this 
tree are said to be superior to those of any other. (Rhamnece). 
[82] 

Z1zYPHUS RUGOSA, Lam,.-A large, evergreen, scrambling shrub 
or small tree, of India and C~ylon. The fruit is eaten by 
natives in all localities in which the plant grows. l'he wood 
is only valuable for fuel. (Rham·ne(£). [225] 



ERRA'l,A. 

]J'or '' Pandanus odoratissima" read " Pandanus 
ratissimus '' 

For " Diplothemium caudesens" read '' Diplothe• 
mium caudescens.'' 

-:,or '' Cocos botryophoa" read "Cocos botryophora' 
For " Phooix rupicola" read " Phoenix rupicola " 
For " Hyophorbe V erschafieltia" read " Hyophorbe 

V e.rschaff eltii." 

-



. LIST OF PLATES. 

I. -1-Archontophrenix Cun
ni:aghamii 

Nutmeg trees 
Tree Ferns (Cyathea arborea) 

1. 2-Mauritia flexuosa 
Cycas circinalis 
C. revoluta 
Pandanus odoratissima 

1. 3-Araucaria Cunning
hamii 

Araucaria excelsa 
Oreodoxa regia 
Cocos botryophora 
Diplothemium caudescens 
Stevensonia grandif olia 
Alpinia nutans 
Cycas circinalis 

1. 4-Corypha elata 
Chrysalidocarpus lutescens 
Raphia toodigera 
Dypsis pinnatifrons 
Victoria regia 
Nymphreas 

Pl. 5-Artocarpus in tegrifolia 
A. incisa 
Acrocomia lasiospatha 
Caryota urens 

Pl. 6-Bassia latifolia 
Euterpe olerucea 

Pl. 7-Caryota urens 
Phrenix acaulis 

Pl. 8-Chrysalidocarpus lute-
scens 

Li vistona australis 
Pl. 9-Oycas circinalis 

C. revoluta 
Mauritia flexuosa 

Pl. 10-Phrenix rupicola 
Hyophorbe Verscha:ffelti 
Dypsis pinnatif rons 

Pl. 11-Licuala elegans 
Livistona chinensis 
Phrenix acaulis 

Pl. 12--• Livistona olivreformis 
Pt 13-Oreodoxa regia 
Pl. 14-Dendrocalamus· stric-

tus 
Ravenala madagascariensis 
Cyathea arborea 
Nymphruas 

Pl. 15-Thrinax parviflora 
Cocos plumosa 

Pl. 16-Raphia vinifera 
Araucaria Cunninghamii 
A. excelsa 
Oreodoxa re gia 
Sabal Blackburniana 
Livistona chinensis 
Stevensonia· grandifolia 
Diplothemium caudescens 

The Blocks of Plates. I and 5 to 16 have been most kindly lent 
to me for the purpose of this Guide, and my grateful acknow

" 1edgemen t is here placed on record. 
'l'he Frontispiece, Plate 1, is from a photograph taken by Dr. 

, L. M. Underwood, published in the Journal of the New York 
Botanical Garden, July, 1903. The block is lent by Dr. N. L. 
Britton, Director iu Chief of the Garden. 

Plates 5 to 16 are from photographs taken by Dr. Alfred Reh
der of • the Arnold Arboretum, in the year 1903, published in 

H , Moller's Deutsche Gartner-Zeitung," 18th and 25th July, 1903, 
with descriptive articles. The blocks are lent by Herr Ludwig 
Moller. 
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LICUALA ELEGANS LIVISTONA CHINENSIS PHCENIX ACAULIS 
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OREODOXA REGIA 
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